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Introduction

Improvements in technology mean that more and more functions can be
integrated onto just one silicon chip.

Whilst in the past, half a dozen companies might each have made a specialised
chip to go into an advanced product like a TV or mobile phone, now it is more
likely that one large semiconductor company will make a single chip that
contains most, if not all, of that specialised knowledge. 

That’s where silicon IP, or ‘intellectual property’ comes in. Semiconductor
companies can licence parts of a chip design from companies that specialise in
those advanced technologies, instead of developing the technology themselves.

They are especially likely to do this in new market areas. It saves them
development time and lowers their risk. It reduces their time to market and
leaves them free to concentrate on what they do best – designing,
manufacturing and selling systems on chip.

Imagination Technologies has recognised this opportunity. For over a decade
we’ve been creating unique, patented IP for multimedia, communications and
broadcast. We license parts of chip designs, often called ‘cores’, to
semiconductor companies. 

These cores, the product of our imagination, are helping established markets
like television, radio and gaming to evolve and enabling new markets, like in-
car navigation, mobile TV and new kinds of computing, to establish themselves.

Welcome to Imagination Technologies!
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Dear shareholder

During the last year our business has begun to demonstrate real strength achieving volume and royalty growth
across a number of markets. Our partner’s have seen chip unit shipments more than quadruple, to 11.9m units,
with royalty revenues also dramatically up for the year. We are confident of continuing strong performance from
royalties as the upward trend in partner chip design wins has continued this year. We now have around 40 chip
designs with our partners, up from 28 at the beginning of the year.

Our core technologies address key emerging and growing markets. We have our graphics and video
technologies deployed in well over 25 handsets, many from leading industry players. This is complemented by
continued growth in the digital radio, digital audio and advanced car navigation/information markets where we
have already achieved leading positions. We have also seen initial shipments of LCD TVs in Japan and mobile TV
handsets in Korea and Germany. These applications both use a range of our technologies. In addition to this
increasing diversity of markets, we have now increased to seven the number of top ten semiconductor partners
that utilize our technology.

A considerably more active pipeline of licensing opportunities in recent months, together with a significant
existing order book, gives us confidence that our offerings will continue to be needed by both existing and new
partners. In the current financial year we expect to see increasing engagements in mobile multimedia, mobile
TV, digital radio and audio and next generation TV. However, it still remains difficult to forecast precisely the
timing of these new engagements and the resulting level of licence revenues.

As number one supplier, PURE Digital has become a major force in the digital radio and digital audio market.
We have incorporated advanced and novel product features in a diversified product range. This has achieved
significant revenue growth and a strong brand during last year. We expect this to continue.

In an intellectual property company such as ours, employees are the key resource. On behalf of the Board, I
would like to thank our staff for their continued hard work and commitment that has created our significant
progress during the year. The motivation and retention of our employees is absolutely critical to the future
success of the Group. The Remuneration Committee has reviewed our incentive programmes and made
proposals to the Board for the introduction of new incentive schemes. These new schemes are consistent with
the trend that performance based share awards should replace share options. We shall be presenting these
proposals to you for approval in the near future. 

We also express our appreciation to you, our shareholders, for your continued keen interest and support.

Geoff Shingles

Chairman
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Chief Executive’s Review

OVERVIEW
The growth momentum of our partners’ chip unit shipments has continued during the second half resulting in a
full-year volume of close to 12 million units, more than quadrupling the previous year’s unit shipment of 2.5
million units. This continued rapid growth has been driven by the build up of production of existing customer
SoCs, together with the start of production of new ones, in mobile multimedia, digital radio and car navigation,
as well as the first shipments in the LCD TV and mobile TV markets. The number of partner devices now in
production has almost doubled to 13 compared to 7 at the end of financial year 2004/5. 

During the year we have also increased our SoC design wins with partners. We estimate that the overall chip
design wins now stand at around 40, up over 40% since the beginning of the year. We expect continued success
in growing partner SoC design wins as existing customers continue to deploy previously licensed IP and start
using our latest IP cores in more devices, and also as new partners’ license our IP. This growth in SoC design
wins is expected to drive continued royalty growth downstream. 

We concluded major new and/or extended licensing agreements during the year with several existing partners
including Intel, Renesas, Sharp, Philips and Sunplus. Additionally, important new partners, NEC and Centrality,
were also signed up in the year. A number of these agreements were of significant strategic importance, with
considerable scope for future expansion and royalty income. However, overall licensing revenue was lower than
expected. Among the key reasons were a general industry slow-down during the first half of the financial year,
the beginning of the transition to next generation graphics technology and its associated impact on partner
decision processes, and the early stage nature of the market in mobile TV. 

Given the progress in customer engagement made during the second half of 2005/6, the market relevance, and
relatively early stage of exploitation of many of our technologies, and the on-going strong interest from
prospective customers, there is real potential for growth in licensing revenues. Although, given the nature of the
IP licensing business and the complex nature of partners’ decision making processes, it remains difficult to
predict this aspect of revenues accurately for any given period. 

PURE Digital, our systems business, grew significantly during the year to record levels with revenues 25%
higher than last year’s. The business has maintained its position as number one supplier in the digital radio
market with a comprehensive product range and a highly recognised brand. This success, which we expect to
continue, was driven by a combination of the broadening PURE product portfolio, full ranging with leading
retailers and a strong Christmas period for this business. 

FINANCIAL REVIEW 

In the year ended 31 March 2006, group revenues were £35.3m, a 15% increase on last year (2005: £30.6m). This
was made up of technology business revenues, comprising royalties and licensing, of £14.6m, up 4% on last
year (2005: £14.1m) and systems business revenues of £20.7m up 25% (2005: £16.5m). 

Within the technology business revenues, there was very strong growth in royalty revenues which increased over
300% to £5.6m (2005: £1.3m), based on the shipment of 11.9 million chips (2005: 2.5 million) incorporating our
technology. During the year, the volume has accelerated, with 8.7 million chips shipped in the second half
compared to 3.2 million in the first half. Whilst strategically important license deals were also closed with
several major partners, overall licensing revenue was lower than last year at £9.0m (2005: £12.8m). With the
improved licensing activities during the second half, an order book of £6.0m of licensing and support revenue
has been carried forward at the end of the year, the majority of which is expected to be recognised in the
current financial year. 

The expected strong second half for PURE Digital materialised with revenue for this period up 85% on the first
half and 37% up on the corresponding period last year. Overseas sales now account for around 10% of revenue,
with the DAB markets in Scandinavia, Benelux and Switzerland now developing. 

Gross profit for the year was £19.0m, an 8% increase on last year (2005: £17.6m). The gross margin was 54% for
the year, the reduction from 58% last year primarily accounted for by the higher proportion of revenues from the
PURE Digital business. 
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Research and development expenses increased by 7% to £20.7m (2005: £19.4m). This increase was significantly
less than that of the previous year of 20% when a much larger investment was needed at the time in support of
new technology delivery. R&D investment is critical to ensure that our IP development programmes, particularly
the PowerVR SGX graphics/video technology and our META and Ensigma based mobile TV platform and TV
technologies, stay on schedule to meet market requirements. In addition, it is important to ensure that there are
adequate resources to support our growing customer base to exploit our technologies and generate future
royalties. Sales and administrative costs were £5.5m (2005: £5.0m) including additional investment in overseas
business development resources. 

The loss before tax for the year of £6.9m (2005: loss £6.4m) reflects the increased investment in research and
development which has offset the growth in gross profit. In comparison to the first half, the increased royalties
and stronger performance of the systems business significantly reduced the second half loss before tax by over
50% to £2.1m. The company no longer qualified in the year to receive a Research and Development tax credit in
the form of a cash refund and therefore we have incurred a tax charge of £0.5m on overseas earnings which
compares to a tax credit of £0.8m for last year. 

Working capital showed an increase of £4.4m compared to March 2005 due to some build up of stock for PURE
Digital and also increased debtors. The latter resulted from the increased royalties and licensing billings at the
end of year; the first quarter of the current financial year will benefit from these cash receipts. Capital spend in
the year of £1.5m was lower than last year (2005: £2.6m). The operating cash outflow of £10.1m in the year was
offset by the £9.1m raised in July 2005 by the placing of 15.0 million shares. However, with the on-going
increase in royalties, the operating cash outflow in the second half was significantly reduced to £2.5m. Cash
resources at March 2006 were £6.4m (March 2005: £7.7m). 

BUSINESS UPDATE OVERVIEW 

Technology Business Update

Licensing Progress Update 

The key elements and drivers for our technology business are: 

• Partner SoC volume shipments which drive today’s royalties 

• New SoC design wins which result in deployment of our IP in silicon products and drive royalties in 1.5 to
2 years 

• Licensing our IP to existing or new partners which drives market penetration of our IP through new partner
SoCs 

The progress during the financial year and outlook for each of these elements is as follows:

Partner SoC Volume Shipment and Target Markets  

We started the year with seven partner SoCs in production or shipping across four key markets: one in digital
radio (Frontier Silicon), three in mobile multimedia (Renesas and Intel), two in car navigation (Renesas) and one
in STB/TV (Frontier Silicon) segments. During the year the number of partner devices in production or shipping
has risen to 13, which includes four new devices in the mobile phone segment (Texas Instruments, Renesas,
Philips, Freescale), one T-DMB mobile TV device (Frontier Silicon) and the first Sharp TV SoC for LCD TVs. The
growing number of partner SoCs has in turn driven the dramatic increase in the volume of SoCs shipped during
the year. 

At the beginning of the year, in the mobile phone/handheld segment, three handsets based on our PowerVR
graphics were shipping as well as the DELL PDAs. The number of announced handsets and mobile devices
using our PowerVR technology has now risen to well over 25. These include well over 10 DoCoMo FOMA 902i
and 902iS handsets from NEC, Fujitsu, Mitsubishi, Panasonic, Sony-Ericsson, and Sharp using OMAP2 or
SH-Mobile application processors; three recently announced DoCoMo 702iD handsets from Panasonic, Sharp
and Mitsubishi also based on either Renesas or TI OMAP devices; the Motorola MS550 and SKY IM-8300, based
on SH-Mobile shipping in Korea; the Helio Hero, based on SH-Mobile just shipping in USA; and Sony Ericsson
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P990, M600, W950 handsets, as well as the recently announced M608 (targeting the Chinese market), based on
the Philips Nexperia PNX4008 device. Many of these are yet to start shipping but they provide increased
confidence that royalties in this market segment should increase significantly. 

We expect further handset design wins and/or launches over the current financial year including major handset
suppliers in key markets such as Japan, Korea, China, Europe and the US. The mobile phone market is fast
approaching 1 billion units per year and we continue to believe that over time more than 50% of this market is a
very relevant target for mobile graphics and multimedia technologies. Given that our existing semiconductor
partners include the majority of the world top ten, we have the potential to benefit significantly as this market
develops. 

In the digital radio market we continue to have over a 70% market share via our partnership with Frontier
Silicon, whose Chorus device has been selected by many manufacturers including top brands such as Sony,
Philips, Sharp, Roberts and PURE Digital. Currently over 130 shipping end-user products are using our
technology. We expect new shipments in the UK DAB market to exceed 2.5 million units in 2006 and reach close
to 6 million by 2008. 

In the car navigation market, the vast majority of the new 3D-based navigation systems in Japan use the
Renesas NaviCore family of chips which deploy our PowerVR technology. This market is now transitioning from
an ’after-market‘ to ’factory-fit‘ which is driving increased volume. The 2005 market size for car navigation was
around 4 million units for the Japanese market, which tends to demand advanced technologies first. Already
25% of shipping end-user products in this market have migrated to 3D-based solutions and the trend is
continuing with most of the new designs adopting 3D technology. The worldwide car navigation market, which
generally takes its lead from Japanese trends, is currently around 9-10 million units, however over time a car
navigation system is expected to become a standard feature in every car, leading to bigger volumes for this
market. Additionally the trends towards virtual dashboards using LCD technology and synthesized 3D-graphics
are accelerating within the car industry and will further grow this market. The additional major multiple-use
licenses closed recently with Renesas and another significant new partner targeting this market are
endorsements of our offerings and are expected to further strengthen our position in this market. 

With our initial lead partner activities in the set-top and TV markets well under way, our TV technologies are
now attracting more interest from key players. Our early generation technologies were originally deployed by
Frontier Silicon SoC targeting the set-top market and shipped in a number of Freeview boxes. Our partnership
with Sharp, which has licensed our TV platform for use in its LCD TV products, continues. Sharp is a leader in
the LCD TV market with a market share of around 40% in Japan and 20% worldwide in this segment. The first
SoC developed through this partnership entered production recently leading to the first LCD TV shipment in
Japan. The worldwide market for LCD TVs in 2005 reached 17 million. The forecasts from key industry players
suggest that the LCD TV market will exceed 100 million units by 2010. In addition to the relationships above,
other IP cores, including graphics, are also being designed-in by our other semiconductor partners targeting
the TV market. We expect further progress in existing lead partner activities and also the securing of new
partners in this market as our technology base matures and broadens. 

The scaleability and flexibility of our software-defined radio technology based on our UCC and META IP has
enabled us to very effectively adapt these technologies to mobile TV in addition to the digital radio and TV
segments. We are one of the very first companies with digital mobile TV technologies implemented in silicon
and shipping in the market. The Samsung T-DMB mobile-TV product, the B2300, is already shipping in Korea
and will be followed by the Samsung SGH-P900, a T-DMB handset for Europe, which is being released to
coincide with this year's FIFA World Cup in Germany. We have this year introduced the Vigo and Kurosawa IP
platforms for multi-standard mobile TV reception. Multi-standard support is increasingly in demand in this
market due to the proliferation of competing local standards. Vigo has already been licensed by Frontier Silicon
and is the basis of its recently announced Paradiso chip.

New SoC Design Wins 

We have seen continued growth in the number of committed partner SoCs that use our technologies. This
growth underlines our medium to long-term royalty revenue stream as these new design wins progress through
development and launch. Across the mobile phone, TV, mobile TV, digital radio/audio, car navigation, and
amusement market segments, we now have a total of around 40 SoCs committed to by partners, up from 28 at
the same time last year. Thirteen of these are now in production and shipping with some only recently reaching
this stage. 
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The target markets for the 40 committed partner SoCs are: 20 in mobile phone/PDA, seven in STB and TV, two
in digital radio, six for car navigation/information, two in amusement and three for mobile TV segments. These
devices constitute a strong basis for both our participation in the relevant markets and continued future growth
of royalty revenue as volume ramps up and more devices enter into production. We expect the number of
shipping devices to increase from 13 to over 20 by the end of 2006/7. 

Given our partners’ activities in deploying the IP that they have already licensed from us and also the ongoing
active and strong pipeline of new licensing discussion, we expect the number of partner SoC design wins to
continue its steady growth in the current year. 

Licensing and Customisation Progress Update 

For the year to 31 March 2006, we concluded nine major new licensing/customisation agreements across the
mobile, TV, digital radio and car navigation/information segments. 

Intel was the first lead partner to license PowerVR SGX, our new generation of programmable multimedia
technology. This technology sets the benchmark for programmable graphics and video solutions and provides
scalability across mobile, consumer, and computing segments. During the last year two other top ten
semiconductor companies, Renesas, an existing PowerVR MBX licensee, and NEC, a new partner, also licensed
the Power SGX technology. As a result we now have seven out of the top ten semiconductor companies who
have selected PowerVR technology. We are seeing strong interest from other existing and new partners for
PowerVR SGX and expect it to secure further market penetration. Additionally, we concluded further licensing
agreements for the PowerVR MBX family with both existing partners Renesas, Philips, and Sunplus and new
partner Centrality for a variety of markets including mobile, car navigation, consumer and toys. We expect
further licensing agreements for PowerVR MBX in the current year as some of our partners extend their license
and also as second tier customers identify demands for such technology in their products. We also extended
our relationship with Sharp which is focussed on the TV segments. 

A number of factors impacted the level of progress in new license closure during the year. There was some slow
down in the industry in the first half, which impacted the decision making process on new technologies,
however this has been followed by a pick-up in the second half. More specific to our business, this was
compounded by uncertainty over the adoption of new graphics standards such as OpenGL ES 2.0 and OpenVG.
This situation became clearer towards the end of last year and accelerated our discussions with partners. The
early nature of mobile TV market has meant that the decision and review cycles at our potential customers have
tended to be longer than normal. Again, the trends and requirements of this market are now becoming clearer
which is helping to progress our licensing discussions and activities. In particular, the clear indication that the
mobile TV market will require support for multi-standards (DVB-H/MediaFLO in USA, T-DMB/DVB-H in Europe,
‘One Seg’ ISDB-T in Japan and T-DMB/DMB-T in Korea and China) means that, through our programmable
software defined radio technology based on Ensigma UCC and META, we are now in a unique position of being
able to supply such a multi-standard solution. In addition, our activities in the TV market have to date been at a
relatively early stage with engagement only with lead partners. We expect this area to develop and result in
further important partner engagements during the current year. 

Overall, the growing customer engagements and serious discussions over the past six months have significantly
strengthened our opportunity pipeline. This has involved both existing and new technologies and is helping to
drive future licensing business. The key areas that we are seeing strong and active engagements in are mobile
multimedia (graphics/video), TV, mobile TV, car navigation, and digital radio/audio markets. 

Additionally, as we said at the end of last financial year, we have completed the establishment of a small but
effective marketing and sales team in the US which is beginning to bear fruit with new opportunities. Similar
steps have been taken in Taiwan and are expected to be taken in Korea to ensure we are able to service the
growing interest in our technologies from all key regions.

PURE Digital

During the year, PURE Digital has maintained its leadership of the DAB market through a strategy aimed at
addressing three key goals. Firstly, it has continued to deliver products which provide advanced and novel
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features, taking advantage of the digital nature of DAB and the emergence of digital audio. In this regard it has
launched new or enhanced products with features such as pause/rewind/record, digital storage (SD Card), MP3
integration, USB upgradeability, EPG (Electronic Programme Guide) and more recently teletext-style capabilities
(IntellitextTM). EVOKE-3 for example brings many of these advanced features together in an elegant and iconic
design with industry-leading sound quality.

Secondly, it has diversified the product range beyond portable/kitchen radios enabling other traditional
consumer audio segments with DAB while increasing usability and other advanced features. Specifically PURE’s
new micro system product, DMX-50, integrates many advanced features as well as CD, MP3 and digital storage
making it an industry leading step in this segment. 

Thirdly, PURE has also ensured it enables quality low-cost products for mainstream markets so that its brand
can secure maximum shelf space and reach most consumers. The recently launched PURE ONE at £49 has
been received extremely positively and has attracted strong demand. This product offers the Intellitext
technology which has gained strong industry support from broadcasters, including services targeting World Cup
news coverage. 

As a result, PURE Digital sales have been growing, and in particular it enjoyed a strong Christmas period, and
now has over 25% market share in the UK. Volume shipments are increasing accordingly as the digital radio
market becomes mainstream. European shipments have been steadily increasing and now account for around
10% of PURE Digital’s business; we expect these to grow further as the digital radio markets in these regions
develop. In the UK, all major stores and retailers including John Lewis, Argos, Dixons, Comet, and Tesco now
sell PURE Digital products. Additionally, PURE Digital’s range was selected by Marks & Spencer as it enters the
consumer electronics markets with quality products. 

OUTLOOK AND THE FUTURE 

With the growth in partner chip volume close to 12 million units and royalty revenues to £5.6m, the real strength
of our business has begun to be demonstrated during the last year. We expect this unit shipment and royalty
growth to continue with increased volume from existing shipping devices, end-products already announced
starting to ship, and future partner SoC introductions continuing. 

Similarly, we expect PURE to continue its progress in the digital radio/audio market as its innovative and leading
products continue to be selected by retailers and digital radio technology becomes a de facto feature in most
home audio and music systems. 

Our fundamental technologies have been designed to effectively address a number of key emerging and growing
markets. We have our graphics/video and mobile TV technologies now deployed in a growing number of
handsets from most of the key global players. This is complemented by continued growth in digital radio/audio
and car navigation/information markets where we have already achieved leading positions, and now by the initial
LCD TV shipments in Japan and mobile TV shipments in Korea which use our technologies. 

Whilst we expect a significantly more active year for licensing opportunities, it remains difficult to precisely
forecast the timing and the associated level of revenues. However, ongoing customer discussions and the
resulting active pipeline of licensing opportunities are giving us confidence that our technologies will continue to
be adopted by existing and new partners. 

In the current financial year we expect to see increasing engagements in mobile multimedia, mobile TV, digital
radio/audio and next generation TV partnerships. In support of this we have, in the current financial year,
recently signed a new important licensing agreement with our partner Freescale which, together with the £6.0m
licensing order book brought forward from last financial year, provides a sound base for licensing revenue
growth in the current financial year.

Hossein Yassaie
Chief Executive
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Imagination Technologies is a leading creator of innovative silicon and software intellectual property (IP) for
system-on-chip (SoC) devices targeting multimedia and broadcast/communication applications. We operate in a
market often referred to as SIP – silicon intellectual property.

Our strategy targets three fundamental technology areas, for which we offer an expanding range of
complementary IP cores, which are licensed by many of the world’s leading silicon device suppliers for use in
SoCs – the highly integrated, feature rich devices enabled by advances in silicon chip manufacturing. 

This range of carefully selected and increasingly programmable IP cores provides an unparalleled base for
addressing important and emerging consumer electronics, automotive and entertainment markets. 

Imagination Technologies, one of the world’s top ten silicon IP companies (source: Gartner, 2006), provides IP to
partners including Centrality Communications, Freescale, Frontier Silicon, Intel, NEC, Philips, Renesas,
Samsung, Sharp, Sunplus and Texas Instruments.

The capabilities of the latest advanced silicon manufacturing processes mean that the previous limits of silicon
integration have been removed and entire systems can now be integrated on a single SoC device. Gartner
regards SoCs as the most important type of semiconductor device since the development of the microprocessor.
The growth of SoC components has created increased possibilities for embedded systems – the mobile but
feature-rich gadgets of the future such as Wi-Fi devices, portable digital radios and TVs, in-car entertainment
and in-car navigation.

This ability to integrate is now the key driver of the industry as single-chip solutions become the norm.
Semiconductor manufacturers need to ensure they have access to all the functionality needed for integrated
devices, and this in turn underpins the IP business. 

Convergence has also made the semiconductor market more competitive, removing the need for many single-
function chips and the companies that make them.

Imagination Technologies’ three IP development groups, PowerVR, Metagence and Ensigma, each focus on
silicon and software IP generation in a specific area. Each develops a complementary licensable technology
family for multimedia processing: PowerVR for graphics, video and display; META for RISC and DSP; and the
Ensigma UCC for multi-standard communications and broadcast.  

It is the relevance of our IP to these important and emerging high-volume markets that has enabled us to win a
portfolio of licensing partners that includes seven of the world’s top ten semiconductor manufacturers, who
license one or more cores from our range. 

Our world-class research and development (R&D) continues to define an industry-leading IP product roadmap
which will prove just as groundbreaking and relevant as our current range.

Graphics

Video &

Display

Processor

&

DSP

Comms

&

Broadcast

Our IP development groups

produce three complementary

technology families

Imagination Technologies

was honoured with two

ELEKTRA awards in 2005Our partners and customers are leaders in key markets
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IMGworks, our internal SoC development group, backs up our IP offerings with extensive SoC design-flow
know-how and services ranging from customization of IP, through support for integration and physical design
and even complete SoC chip designs. We also provide a range of support IP such as SoC-level infrastructure
and software components, including an extensive range of software audio/video codecs, which support
worldwide broadcast, multimedia and communications standards.

As well as a technology division, which consists of our IP product line groups and our SoC support group, we
have a systems division, PURE Digital, which integrates and promotes our technology, pathfinds new market
areas and creates award-winning consumer products.

PURE products have achieved considerable market success in their own right. PURE has become the number
one selling brand for DAB digital radios with over 25% market share in the UK and record levels of revenue in
2006 – 25% higher than last year. PURE has taken the position as number one supplier in the digital radio
market from incumbents with much longer established brands by creating a comprehensive and innovative
product range, a highly recognised brand and an outstanding retail presence. 

The R&D that enables our range of advanced technologies is the product of a highly skilled workforce of over
350 people, 75% of whom are engineers. This workforce operates from our headquarters outside London, UK,
as well as from centres in Chepstow and Leeds. A subsidiary, Imagination Technologies KK, formed in 2002,
supports and develops our Asian business from Tokyo, Japan and last year we opened a further sales and
support subsidiary, Imagination Technologies Inc., to engage and support customers in the USA. This year we
have opened a Taiwanese office based in Taipei for Imagination Technologies and created a permanent PURE
Digital office in China. PURE Digital also maintains additional sales operations in Frankfurt, Germany.

Our business model is based on IP licensing with up-front licence fees as well as royalties when silicon devices
are shipped which use our IP.

Our three fundamental technology families offer over 15 major licensable IP cores and a wide range of
supporting IP. Our IP is available both individually and, in certain target markets, as ‘platforms’ of compatible IP
cores. This unique range of complementary IP can also be used in SoCs in combination with partner and/or
third-party IP. Targeted application software and world-class tools help produce timely SoC application
platforms targeting growing and emerging markets with great potential. This true SoC solution capability
enables rapid time to market and reduced development costs for our partners.

Our vision is to have our technologies in every key platform, enabling all of the new multimedia markets. The
key market segments that we are focused on are: radio and audio, mobile, in-car navigation and entertainment,
TV, mobile TV, and amusement.

It may seem that in order to attack this wide range of markets we would need a very wide range of specialised
IP. In fact our three key IP families – PowerVR, META, and UCC – are extremely flexible and customisable and
thus we can address many markets with just that trinity of IP.

Imagination Technologies’ headquarters

1 Intel $35.5 bn

2 Samsung $17.2 bn

3 TI $10.7 bn

4 Toshiba $9.1 bn

5 STMicro $9.0 bn

6 Infineon $8.3 bn

7 Renesas $8.3 bn

8 NEC $5.7 bn

9 Philips $5.6 bn

10 Freescale $5.6 bn

The top ten semiconductor companies

(source: iSupppli). Seven of these

companies use IP from Imagination 
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For the third year running Imagination Technologies has been one of the top-ten worldwide total silicon IP
companies by revenue. 

Revenue in the IP market grew by 16% in 2005, up from $1.27 bn to $1.47 bn (source: Gartner Dataquest).

The global semiconductor industry is expected to continue to grow this year, with revenues predicted to rise
10.6% to total $259.5 bn this year (source: Gartner). Worldwide semiconductor capital spending will also grow
nearly 9% in 2006, a strong indicator of the improved health of the market (source: Gartner). Gartner expected
the market for SoCs to be worth over $46 billion in 2005, rising to top $84 billion by 2010. 

Our partners are the definitive leaders in key markets such as mobile phones, DAB digital radio, flat panel TVs,
mobile TVs, car information systems and arcade games. They empower, or even own, brands internationally
recognized for the innovation and execution of consumer technologies.

It is an indicator of the strength of our IP offerings that the majority of our customers have already returned to
us for new or extended licensing deals. Indeed we have seen five such extensions deals this year alone. We
believe this indicates not only that we have a strong IP range but also that our world-class design flow support
and know-how is ensuring that our products are right, on time and to our customers’ satisfaction. 

Amongst our customers we also include large consumer brands such as Sharp and Sega Sammy and smaller,
fast-moving fabless semiconductor companies such as Centrality, Frontier Silicon and Sunplus.

Our partners are now winning very significant end customers for chip products that integrate our technologies
and as a result we have seen significant increases in our royalty revenues since Q3 2005, with our partners
more than quadrupling unit shipments this year compared to last. As the process of shipping end-user product
continues we will see further increases in our royalty revenues. This is still the early stage of product roll-out
but we expect volumes to increase considerably over the next two years as further major consumer electronics
brands introduce products powered by our IP.

Each SoC needs to incorporate a wide range of functionality to survive in an increasingly diverse and competitive
market. We supply the individual IP building blocks that enable the creation of SoC solutions with lower product
costs, reduced power consumption, enhanced performance and an enhanced end-product feature set. We can
do a better job of creating these IP building blocks than our customers because we are totally focussed on
developing the best possible implementations of these functions – that is all we do. This allows our customers
to concentrate on what they do best – delivering a total solution to their customers.

Our IP ‘platforms’ enable our partners to reduce the overall complexity of SoC projects by not mixing IP from a
variety of sources. Choosing a single source of SoC IP reduces our partners’ time to market as the IP can be
largely pre-verified and proven as part of the IP platform.

As well as unique technologies, unrivalled by our competitors, we offer attractive royalty packages for partners
who license multiple complementary IP cores from us for use in the same SoC. When IP from several different
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Partners’ IP
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vendors is brought together to create the SoC, each can have a significant
royalty attached. Known as royalty stacking, this is expensive for the SoC
manufacturer. Our partners can achieve more cost-effective royalty
arrangements if a number of the IP cores they use come from Imagination
Technologies. We benefit by maximizing the use of our IP and improving
our royalty revenues. 

Our strong product roadmap and complementary IP range is required to
attract and keep the level of partners with which we are engaged. 

This year we have struck three licenses for our new generation graphics
and video IP, PowerVR SGX, as well as four for PowerVR MBX, the currently shipping graphics IP offering. 

Typically our royalties are related to the complexity of an IP core and hence indirectly to the amount of high
value silicon occupied by our IP. We also receive royalties for major application software.

Our SoC capability complements our IP business and our licensing model encourages multi-IP chips. By
positioning ourselves as a one-stop shop for SoC IP we create a barrier to entry for competitors with a more
limited IP range. 

Because of the cost of creating silicon devices targeting the wide range of possible end-markets – even the
cheapest of which can cost millions of dollars to produce – silicon companies are moving to highly
programmable devices. This is what we enable with our fully programmable META and UCC IP and our highly
multifunctional PowerVR IP. Most companies in our industry are highly-specialised and there are very few
competitors with the same broad spectrum of offerings as Imagination Technologies – and certainly no such
companies which are as small and efficient as we are. 

So does the broad spectrum of markets in which we compete mean that we have to create a high-volume of
tailored, specific solutions? Not at all. The quality that sets our IP apart is its high potential to be repurposed
across a wide range of applications.

PowerVR produces multimedia graphics, video and display cores for a number of key markets. The scalability of
the technology has enabled it to effectively target both mobile devices such as mobile phones and PDAs and
higher performance systems for car navigation, digital TV and high-end gaming.

PowerVR 2D/3D graphics cores combine image quality with bandwidth efficiency, low power consumption, high
latency tolerance and scaleability. PowerVR video IP is flexible and comprehensive – covering all key
technologies for mobile devices and digital TV. Scaleable and bandwidth-efficient, PowerVR display and image
processing offers our partners strong differentiation in the competitive TV and flat panel markets, especially in
digital and HDTV.

Our Metagence group’s revolutionary META multi-threaded RISC/DSP processor core is capable of running
many real-time tasks simultaneously – a key requirement of modern applications. For example in a TV
application one META thread can run the audio, one can manage the video/demodulation hardware and one can
run the operating system and user interface.

A selection of products powered by IP from Imagination

“An important enabler for the
design of SoCs is the
availability of semiconductor
intellectual property (IP).
Licensing a block of IP
allows a SoC designer to
include predefined circuitry.” 

- Gartner

Announced partner SoCs (May 2006)

Renesas SH-Mobile3 (SH73182) SH-MobileA (SH73230)
SH MobileG SH7770

TI OMAP 2420 OMAP 2430
OMAP V2230

Intel 2700G

Philips Nexperia PNX4008

Samsung S3C2460

Freescale i.Mx31

Frontier Silicon Chorus 1 FS1010 Chorus 2 FS1020
Logie FS5021 Kino 1 FS1025
Kino 2 FS1026 Paradiso FS1030
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META is a coherent multi-threaded design with a single external memory system – a technology that is very SoC
friendly because it copes with long latency by thread switching to maximize efficiency and eliminate processing
bottlenecks. META is complemented by MTX, a MiniEngine processor with a single thread and META-compatible
instruction set, used in some of our IP platforms.

META-based devices also have software advantages over multi-processor solutions – the inherent coherency
and flexibility of the META architecture enables independent parallel software development for the same SoC.

META technology was originally proven in PC graphics chips but now over 3 million META-based devices have
been shipped into the DAB and T-DMB markets as well.

Our Ensigma group’s Universal Communications Coprocessor (UCC), is a scalable, programmable, multi-
standard, flexible coprocessor IP core for communication-intensive broadcast and wireless applications. 

The technology is in effect a software defined radio and is highly relevant to digital radios, global digital and
analogue TVs (including mobile TV), and wireless and mobile communication systems.

A new family of UCC IP, named UCC Mobile, was debuted last year to enable multi-standard reception with low
power consumption for handheld devices. This version of UCC underpins our new multi-standard mobile TV
platforms, Vigo and Kurosawa.

UCC shipments now number over 3 million units.

Ensigma also develops multimedia DSP software, including codecs that enable multimedia and
communications applications on the META processor core.

While there are many large electronics companies that both design silicon and manufacture consumer
products, it is unusual for IP companies to engage directly with the end users of their technologies. However,
that is what Imagination Technologies does through its PURE Digital division, in order to ensure we continue to
create IP with profound market relevance.

PURE allows us to connect with the end users of products enabled by our IP and explore the markets for
emerging digital technologies. PURE serves a vital pathfinder role and also provides crucial system-level know-
how and close links to our target markets and their drivers. As a lead customer for the SoCs designed by our
partners, PURE also uses their chips in end user products whenever appropriate.

Tile-based rendering
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Our partners include the top three semiconductor manufacturers in the world, as well as four others from the
top ten. We continue to develop relationships with other top semiconductor companies, which we expect will
develop into licensing partnerships. 

Our strategy also calls for us to engage with fabless semiconductor companies, who are often very aggressive at
quickly getting product to market. Amongst our other partners we include highly respected brands from the
areas of gaming and consumer electronics. Our announced and active partners include: Centrality, Freescale,
Frontier Silicon, Intel, NEC, Philips, Renesas, Samsung, Sega Sammy, Sharp, Sunplus, Texas Instruments and
ARM. 

Our partners’ current strategic focus encompasses: digital radio and audio, digital TV and iDTV, mobile
phone/PDA, mobile TV, car navigation and information, and amusement and arcade. Additionally in some
instances our IP is being targeted at new markets we cannot yet announce. We have targeted our IP at markets
recognised by the semiconductor industry as having the strongest growth potential.

As we develop new IP we typically engage with a small number of lead partners with whom we work to bring the
first products to market. As that IP matures we make it available to a wider customer base.

We have a collection of well diversified IP targeting key markets. Customer engagements that we have made
over the past few years are now starting to result in end-user product shipments. Lead partners for our
PowerVR MBX IP have now shipped several million devices. This is the first of the markets we have addressed
where we have seen our volume expectations start to come to fruition.

We have shipped over three million devices using our META and UCC IP in the DAB digital radio market.
Although this market is not fully developed – with only a small number of the eventual total countries currently
broadcasting DAB – these devices have become another significant source of royalties.

Our technologies are just beginning to have impact in other target markets such as in-car, digital TV and mobile
TV. We are amongst the first IP companies with shipping, end user product in those markets and we believe the
patterns we have seen in the mobile and DAB markets will be repeated in these, and other new markets as we
make new partner engagements and as our existing partners begin to ship higher volumes of LCD TVs, mobile
TV phones and 3D navigation systems.

There are now over 40 chips in varying stages of development from partners using our IP and 13 chips currently
shipping.

Currently we have roughly equal proportions of customers from Asia-Pacific, the USA and Europe. We have
expanded our sales and support in the USA and Asia to ensure that we continue to grow in those markets. In
Europe we have extended our UK headquarters with a further new building giving us headroom to grow and
continue to support our partners.
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As well as strong licensing partnerships, Imagination Technologies has a dynamic industry presence, working
alongside industry bodies and other leading technology companies in the application areas of particular
relevance to our business strategy. These include: operating system and application suppliers like Microsoft,
Symbian, Tao, Nucleus, micro-ITRON, Linux, QNX, Seaweed and Alt; industry associations including WorldDAB,
IMDR, DTG, DRDB, DRM, DVB, Khronos, OCP-IP, FLO Forum and MIPI; computer-aided engineering companies
such as Magma, Cadence and Synopsys; and a wide range of middleware and 3D application developers. 

Via our PowerVR Insider programme, and customer initiatives like the Mobile Gaming Development Alliance, we
also work closely with content developers such as Acrodea, Aspyr Media, Barking Lizards, Esmertec,
Fathammer, Futuremark, HI Corporation, Bling Games/Lagardere Active, Pulse Interactive, Superscape, Tao
Group, TAT, and The Code Monkeys.

We also provide world-class development tools and application software, through our CodeScape brand, which
enables our partners to rapidly prototype and integrate their SoC designs.

The PowerVR Insider programme enables

all members of the PowerVR ecosystem to

communicate and work together

The PowerVR MBX IP core is enabling mobile

gaming to move into the mainstream



For the most significant electronics media – communications, radio and TV – we have a range of IP of
considerable relevance and consumer appeal. Our IP improves TV images, enables video and 3D content on
mobiles and provides wide feature sets and great sound for radio. It does all this while increasing portability,
enabling worldwide products, and reducing cost compared to competing technologies.

DIGITAL RADIO/AUDIO

Digital radio and audio are redefining the way music is enjoyed. As CD sales have fallen, solid-state and hard-
disc digital audio devices have become the preferred technologies for music consumption. Our IP combines the
underlying audio processing technologies required for this market as well as those for general-purpose control
and broadcast.

A single cost-effective SoC based on our META and UCC IP can enable a digital audio device in which digital
audio file playback (MP3/AAC/WMA etc.), digital radio playback, digital radio recording and all the user interface,
display and controls are handled by one chip. If a CD mechanism or solid-state memory is required the same
device will handle those too. Traditionally such a product would have required several processors or subsystems
and so would have cost much more. 

In the digital radio market we continue to have over an 80% market share via our partnership with Frontier
Silicon whose Chorus device has been selected by many manufacturers including top brands such as Sony,
Philips, Sharp, Roberts and PURE Digital. Currently over 130 shipping end-user products are using our
technology. 

The 2006/07 UK DAB market will be approximately 3 million units and is expected to reach around 5 million by
2008. Other regions are between one to three years behind the UK, although real progress is now being made
as EU and Far Eastern countries are following the UK’s lead in DAB.

Digital radio has been an important proving ground for our META and UCC IP. Without their proven success in
DAB they would not have found such significant adoption for digital TV and mobile TV.

Because of its profound programmability and multi-standard nature, our IP is applicable not only to the DAB
radio standard but also to other emergent digital radio formats like HD Radio and DRM. We expect our IP in this
area to continue to find success, especially with customers in Asia.

EMBEDDED GRAPHICS AND MULTIMEDIA

2006 mobile phone shipments are expected to be around 932 million, up from 810 million in 2005 (source:
iSuppli). Such is the prevalence of mobile phone technology in most developed countries that sales growth can
only be achieved by encouraging users to replace their phones with new ones. It is partly for that reason that
new features such as mobile gaming and mobile TV are being introduced onto handsets. We believe that, over
time, more than 50% of this market could contain mobile graphics and multimedia technologies.

Unlike traditional graphics solutions that demand expensive memory or very large silicon areas, PowerVR’s
small, power-efficient 3D cores deliver very high performance and outstanding image quality with modest
bandwidth requirements, providing affordable high-performance solutions highly suited to low-cost single-chip
integrated products and embedded systems.
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Digital radio UK market trends Digital radio/audio IP cores
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PowerVR’s unique, patented tile-based rendering architecture allows a very small silicon die to deliver higher
performance and higher image quality at lower power consumption than all competing technologies. Tile-based
rendering and an on-chip tile buffer keep all bandwidth-intensive pixel processing on-chip, where it can be
executed most cost effectively and efficiently.

PowerVR is our most widely licensed IP – most of the top ten semiconductor vendors have already licensed its
PowerVR MBX 3D graphics variant. End-user products featuring PowerVR MBX are already shipping in the
mobile phone, in-car and PDA markets.

Our partners include the main applications processor suppliers to both the mobile phone and handheld
computing markets which is why we are confident that PowerVR MBX is established as the de facto standard for
high-performance graphics on next-generation mobile phones and PDAs.

We now have over 20 committed SoCs across our partners that incorporate PowerVR embedded graphics
technologies.

Our PowerVR MBX graphics processor is an IP core specifically developed to provide a uniquely high level of
multimedia performance for low power, low cost, SoC applications such as handheld gaming
systems/PDA/phones, handheld information appliances, in-car infotainment devices, and entry-level set-top
boxes. 

When used with embedded microprocessor cores, PowerVR MBX enables mobile devices such as phones to
deliver the level of 3D performance ordinarily found on games consoles and to implement graphically enhanced
user interfaces.

PowerVR’s MBX family of graphics IP cores are 2D/3D accelerators, each with an optional geometry engine,
which provide features previously only found on high-end, high-cost systems such as desktop PCs and games
consoles. 

Earlier this year we reported that development was underway on a new, fully programmable PowerVR graphics
and video processing IP family called PowerVR SGX. Since then we have licensed this technology to lead
partners including Intel, NEC and Renesas. Initial PowerVR SGX parts targeted mobile phone and handheld
devices and further PowerVR SGX IP cores target consumer, automotive and portable/mobile computing, and
portable/desktop computing.

The new-generation PowerVR SGX offers all the advantages of PowerVR’s highly efficient tile-based
architecture. Its unique, patented tile-based rendering and deferred pixel shading architecture allows a very
small silicon die to deliver higher performance and higher image quality, at lower power consumption, than
competing technologies. 

PowerVR SGX takes the PowerVR architecture to the next level with a Universal Scalable Shader Engine
(USSE™), which combines graphics (vertex shader & pixel shader features) as well as video and image
processing capabilities in a single scalable processing unit, enabling mobile semiconductor and device
manufacturers to plan a roadmap where PowerVR will continue to enable the best performance in the most
efficient architecture for the mobile industry.
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Shader technology enables superior realism and advanced features when rendering 3D objects and, by making
3D effects more programmable, gives freedom to content developers to create more visually compelling and
unique games and applications.

The PowerVR SGX family also provide video encode and decode ‘for
free’, enabling a solution that is demonstrably superior to any other
offering on the market.

With PowerVR SGX we expect to maintain our hard-won leadership
position on size, power and performance – and its scalability means
it is suitable for a wide range of end-user products. 

Implementation of Imagination’s graphics core designs into a range
of new phone handsets has seen us begin to reach millions of
consumers worldwide through major manufacturing brands. 

A new wave of mobile phones with stunning graphics or TV
capabilities is starting to appear, with models already available in
Asia and coming soon to Europe and the USA. 

PowerVR has been eagerly adopted by leading mobile device
manufacturers and service providers including Sony Ericsson,
Fujitsu, NEC, Panasonic, Mitsubishi, Motorola, Sharp, SK Teletech,
Pantech/Curitel, Helio, Pepperpad, NTT DoCoMo (FOMA) and Dell. 

Models already on sale in Japan include: FOMA 901i phones from Fujitsu and Mitsubishi, and the complete
FOMA 902i and 902iS ranges including: the Mitsubishi D902i, D902iS and D851iWM (Music Porter X); Fujitsu
F902i & F902iS; Sony SO902i & SO902iWP+; Sharp SH902i, DOLCE SL & SH902iSL; Panasonic P902i & P902iS;
and NEC N902i, N902iS & N902iX. Recently, new PowerVR-enabled models in the FOMA 702i range were also
announced including the Mitsubishi 702i, Sharp SH702iD and the Panasonic P702i.

In Korea phones incorporating Imagination Technologies’ PowerVR MBX technology include the SKY IM-8300,
one of South Korea’s top-three selling phones, and the Motorola MS550.

The first PowerVR MBX-enabled models for western markets were on show at 3GSM 2006, including the P990,
M600 and W950 from Sony Ericsson. The P990 and M600 are expected to ship in June with the W950 following in
August.

Pantec’s successful IM-8300 phone design is the basis of the Hero from new US operator Helio. Game content
for Helio is being supplied by many top developers including Digital Chocolate, EA Mobile, Gameloft, Glu Mobile
and THQ Wireless.

It is still early days for this hot new market – which will eventually exceed the size of the console and PC
markets. Many more models are set to be announced in 2006 and Imagination Technologies is proud to be a key
technology supplier for these groundbreaking devices.

As well as these advanced mobile phones Imagination Technologies’ graphics technology is also being used in
mobile computing devices such as the Dell Axim X51v PDA which is shipping now in Europe and the USA and
the Pepperpad, shipping in the USA.
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A selection of the mobile handsets using PowerVR 2D/3D graphics IP cores

Says Dr. Jon Peddie, the leading
market researcher in graphics: 

“The mobile phone is advancing in
functionality at a 3X pace compared
to the PC, and future high-end
phones will incorporate the OpenGL
ES 2.0 API with shader capabilities,
similar to features found on high-
end PCs. Imagination Technologies,
with design wins in most of the
major handsets, continues its lead
by being the first to introduce a
design with support for this new API
and we expect this new technology
to fuel the next wave in modern
advanced mobile phones.”
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TV

The TV market has always been beset with conflicting regional standards for analogue reception – NTSC, PAL
and SECAM – which are delivered by three main broadcast routes: terrestrial, satellite and cable. Manufacturers
had to produce separate versions of their products for each of those standards, at considerable expense.

The introduction of digital TV technologies has further complicated the range of conflicting standards with DVB-T,
DVB-S and DVB-C being adopted for terrestrial, satellite and cable digital TV in Europe, whilst ISDB-T, ISDB-S
and ISDB-C fulfil those roles in Japan, and in the USA the standards are ATSC-T, DIRECTV and OpenCable.

This market complexity is compounded by a worldwide wave of switchover from analogue to digital TV, the
ongoing transition from CRT TVs to new flat-panel screen technologies and the introduction of HDTV. However
this proliferation of developments is good both for overall TV market sales growth and for our IP.

Considerable TV market growth is being propelled by surging sales of flat panel TVs. For Imagination
Technologies this complex and quickly growing market is an outstanding opportunity. All three of our IP families
have specific relevance to this market, enabling our partners to deliver TV products with market-leading image
quality and support for multiple broadcast standards.

We have IP that enables manufacturers to support all of the analogue standards and many of the digital standards in
a single multi-standard TV product – or indeed to support both analogue and digital in a single device using the same
silicon. We can supply complete silicon-IP-based TV solutions integrating our META, UCC and PowerVR IP families.

PowerVR supplies the fundamental video decoder IP required for both standard definition TV (SDTV) and high
definition TV (HDTV). Our highly scalable PowerVR video architecture easily crosses the considerable barrier
between SDTV and HDTV resolutions – or even between SDTV and mobile TV resolutions.

The underlying secret of the flat panel TV market is that there is very little difference in the physical attributes
of one PDP or LCD screen and another. In fact many major brands manufacture screens in the same plants.
The difference between one brand and another is the image enhancement technologies applied during the
processing of the TV or DVD signal.

Our high-quality video decode IP is enhanced further by a range of this kind of video enhancement IP, covering
technical areas such as interlace-to-progressive conversion, image enhancement and frame interpolation. Our
algorithms and silicon implementations of these technologies are second to none. 

As well as this PowerVR IP we also provide opportunities to create robust general processing and multi-
standard audio decode solutions for TVs via platforms based on our META processor. META acts as the glue
holding the TV SoC together, processing both user interface and operating systems as well as controlling video
or demodulation coprocessors and providing multi-standard audio decode.

PowerVR MSVDX Multi-standard HD video decode
PowerVR M2VX MPEG-2 video decode
PowerVR I2P-MA Motion Adaptive Interlace to Progressive 

Conversion
PowerVR I2P-MC Motion Compensated Interlace to Progressive 

Conversion
PowerVR IEP Image Enhancement Processor
PowerVR TS-DEMUX Transport Stream Demux
PowerVR CADI Component and Digital Input
PowerVR PDP Pixel Display Pipeline
PowerVR TVE TV Encoder
PowerVR DO656 BT.656 Digital Output
Ensigma UCC Universal Communications Coprocessor
Metagence META Core Multi-threaded processor
Metagence MTX META instruction-set compatible microcontroller
PowerVR MBX 2D/3D Graphics
PowerVR SGX family Shader-based, programmable 2D/3D graphics
Audio software Audio codecs
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Our strongest opportunity in the TV market is being able to provide IP that cuts through the mess of conflicting
regional analogue and digital TV standards.

Our recently debuted PowerVR MSVDX core is a multi-standard high-definition video decoder core enabling
HD-DVD/Blu-ray decode and HD-Broadcast reception with maximised video-quality. PowerVR MSVDX supports
up to 1080i/1080p and 2048x1024 resolutions and can be configured to support either single streams or up to
four multiple streams. The decoder supports the wide range of decode standards including: H.264, WMV9, VC-1,
MPEG-2, MPEG-4, DivX and JPEG. MSVDX can be configured with any subset of these standards, enabling
effective management of codec royalty costs. This high specification solution can even handle multiple HD
streams on a single core, depending on clock speed.

Our UCC IP enables the development of TV products that will support multiple, or even worldwide, TV standards.
This reduces the number of silicon devices the semiconductor company is required to develop as well as the
number of differing products the TV manufacturer must make. 

Our META, UCC and PowerVR IP families have all been licensed for SoCs targeted at the TV market. Product
using our TV IP is already shipping from both Frontier Silicon and SHARP, with other licence agreements in
place, and we expect to see both new end user products and new partner engagements in this market.
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Vigo Mobile TV platform
Kurosawa Mobile TV platform
Ensigma UCC Mobile Universal Communications Coprocessor
Metagence MTX META instruction-set compatible microcontroller
Metagence META Core Multi-threaded processor
Audio software Audio codecs
PowerVR MVDA Multi-standard video decode 
PowerVR PDP Pixel Display Pipeline
PowerVR TVE TV Encoder
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MOBILE TV

As mobile multimedia consumption continues to grow, new mobile digital TV broadcast content is being enabled
with robust transmission standards and tailor-made content. The dream of ‘TV anywhere’ need no longer be
hampered by insufficient receiver technologies.

Imagination Technologies has already proven the capabilities of its market-leading technologies for digital radio
and television and is now offering solutions for mobile TV standards. Fundamentally the scalability of our IP
means that the same compelling case can be made for applying it to mobile TV as for SD or HDTV.

Digital modulation technologies such as DVB-H, T-DMB, Enhanced Packet Mode DAB, and ‘One Seg’ ISDB-T
enable suitably equipped phone handsets to receive mobile TV broadcasts. Each of the standards is likely to
have some level of success in different territories. Imagination Technologies’ platform is unique in enabling
multiple mobile TV reception standards on single, small, and lower power, circuitry which we expect to ensure
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market success as these standards fight it out for dominance in local geographical areas.

Imagination Technologies mobile TV technology is:

• Already deployed in devices in Asia and Europe by Samsung

• Multi-standard, enabling efficient devices that allow multiple standard support in the same country and can
roam between countries with different standards

• Highly-integrated, delivering full baseband receiver functionality in a pre-verified subsystem

• Low power consumption – multi-standard capability at no power penalty 

• Available with complementary IP for video and audio decode for a complete mobile TV solution

Combining multiple mobile TV standards in a single platform is the logical step, allowing manufacturers to
target a world market and end users to roam internationally. Imagination expects high-quality mobile video to
become as much a part of daily life as mobile audio and communications are today.

Our Vigo IP platform was the first multi-standard mobile TV platform supporting DVB-H, Enhanced Packet Mode
DAB and T-DMB and has already been licensed to Frontier Silicon. 

Imagination has also announced Kurosawa, the latest member of its mobile TV IP platform family, which
extends the standards supported to the ‘One Seg’ Japanese terrestrial mobile TV standard. 

Our licensable demodulation platforms for mobile TV enable multi-standard support for single-segment
ISDB-T, DVB-H, Enhanced Packet Mode DAB and T-DMB. With low system power requirements they provide
the foundation of a highly-integrated mobile TV solution, reducing cost, design risk and time-to-market. 

Consumers will increasingly use mobile devices to access live entertainment and information. However, on
average video takes ten times as much bandwidth as voice so current networks can’t support high-quality
multimedia and information delivery in a cost or capacity effective way. New broadcast standards, and receiver
technologies like ours, are opening this significant opportunity for exploitation.

Built around Imagination Technologies’ UCC Mobile signal processor, which provides PHY layer demodulation,
the Kurosawa platform also integrates hardware to support the DVB-H Link Layer and an MTX embedded
controller for system housekeeping.

Imagination Technologies also supplies a range of PowerVR mobile video decoders and encoders supporting a
wide range of standards including MPEG-2, MPEG-4, VC-1/WMV9, H.263 and H.264 video streams, at
resolutions programmable up to HD, offloading the most costly stages in video processing from the CPU. This
technology family enables mobile video that matches DVD for quality while requiring low-power consumption for
long battery life on mobile video players. 

We were one of the very first companies with digital mobile TV technologies implemented in silicon and shipping
in the market. Imagination Technologies’ META and UCC IP is used in Samsung T-DMB mobile-TV products.
Already shipping in Korea the Samsung B2300 allows users to watch widescreen mobile TV simply by turning
the screen or make phone calls with the phone in a regular configuration. The SPH-B2300 can be connected to
a regular TV system to display T-DMB. The Samsung SGH-P900 T-DMB handset is being released in Europe to
coincide with this year's FIFA World Cup™ in Germany.
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PowerVR MBX

2D/3D graphics

PowerVR SGX family

Shader-based, programmable 2D/3D graphics

PowerVR MSVDX 

Multi-standard HD video decode

PowerVR M2VX 

MPEG-2 video decode

PowerVR PDP 

Pixel Display Pipeline

Mobile TV IP cores

See previous section

CAR INFORMATION & ENTERTAINMENT

Digital radio, wireless communications, and navigation have established ‘dashboard’ electronics as a key growth
area for the automotive electronics market. 

In the car navigation market the vast majority of the new 3D-based navigation systems in Japan use the
Renesas NaviCore family of chips which deploy our PowerVR technology including models from Clarion,
Mitsubishi, and Pioneer. 

In Japan this market is now transitioning from an ‘after market’ to ‘factory-fit’ which is helping the ramp-up of
volume. 

The 2005 market size for the car navigation was around 4 million units for the Japanese market, which tends to
demand advanced technologies first. 

As a result, half the Japanese market is now 3D-based and growth in Europe and the USA will follow. The
worldwide car navigation market, which generally follows Japanese trends, is currently around 9-10 million units. 

Advanced car navigation systems are expected to eventually become a standard feature of every car, leading to
significant volume. Additionally the trend towards virtual dashboards, using LCD technology and synthesized
3D-graphics to create realistic looking configurable dials and displays, is accelerating within the car industry
which will further grow demand for our technologies. 

The additional major multiple-use licenses closed with Renesas and our new partner NEC are expected to
further develop our position in this market.

AMUSEMENT

We currently have two partners developing SoCs for the amusement market. Although smaller in volume than
the other markets with which we engage, the amusement market remains a significant opportunity, especially
in games of chance – such as pachinko/pachislot, video poker and videoslots, which we see as the main growth
opportunity in this market.

Higher royalties in this segment offset the lower volumes.

We have a strong history in the amusement segment and excellent ongoing partnerships with companies such
as Sega Sammy, IGT and Aristocrat.

IGT uses PowerVR-based

graphics for its gaming machines

PowerVR-based in-car navigation systems from Clarion, Mitsubishi and Pioneer

In-car IP coresAmusement IP cores
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PURE Digital plays a vital role in our strategy, helping to ensure that the IP we develop is strongly competitive in
emerging technology markets and is promoted and marketed as effectively as possible.

The PURE brand encompasses groundbreaking and award-winning products that have won strong media and
public acclaim – with commensurate sales. We have, over the past few years, refined the purpose of PURE to
concentrate on emerging markets such as that for DAB digital radio products.

Not only was this activity necessary to kick-start the DAB industry, but also it provides a strong case to prove
the value of our IP in products which have become, without argument, the best in class.

PURE Digital has maintained the number one supplier position in the digital radio market with an increasingly
comprehensive product range and a highly recognised brand. This success is built on a strong and constantly
growing PURE product portfolio as well as excellent relationships that have led to full ranging with leading
retailers and a strong Christmas period for this business. 

We expect PURE to continue its progress as its innovative and leading products continue to be selected by the
retailers and increasingly digital radio technology becomes a de facto feature in most home audio and music
systems. In the future PURE’s range will extend to other digital media products, in support of our overall strategy.

PURE Digital has maintained its leadership of the DAB market through a strategy that has aimed to address
three key goals. 

Firstly, it has continued to deliver products which provide advanced and novel features, taking advantage of the
digital nature of DAB and the emergence of digital audio. In this regard it has launched new or enhanced
products with features such as pause/rewind/record, digital storage (SD Card), MP3 integration, USB
upgradeability and an EPG (Electronic Programme Guide). EVOKE-3 for example brings together all such
advanced features in an elegant and iconic design with industry-leading sound quality. 

Secondly, it has diversified the product range beyond portable/kitchen radios enabling other traditional
consumer audio segments with DAB while increasing usability and other advanced features. Specifically PURE’s
new micro system product, DMX-50, integrates many advanced features as well as CD, MP3 and digital storage
making it an industry leading step in this segment, and Chronos has become the UK’s best-selling DAB clock
radio (by value) after only 3 months of sales. A glance at PURE’s current product range illustrates that the
division has moved a long way from its ‘wooden radio’ beginnings.

Thirdly, PURE has ensured it enables quality low-cost products for mainstream markets so that its brand can
secure maximum shelf space and reach most consumers. The recently launched ONE has achieved the sub-£50
price point through technical integration rather than cost-cutting, and so stands out as a quality product with
advanced features within the value sector. Initial feedback on ONE from retailers and consumers has been very
positive.

As a result, PURE Digital now has over 25% market share in the UK and has been able to increase its volume
shipment accordingly as the digital radio market becomes mainstream. 

A selection of the awards won by PURE products
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European shipments have been steadily increasing and now account for around 10% of PURE Digital’s business
and we expect these to grow further as the digital radio markets in these regions develop. 

In the UK, all major stores and retailers including John Lewis, Marks & Spencer, Argos, Dixons, Comet, and
Tesco now sell PURE Digital products. 

PURE has built on last years’ innovations – such as the introduction of the first EPG radio – with the launch of
several new products including the world’s most advanced radio, the EVOKE-3, the world’s first weatherproof
portable DAB radio, Oasis, and the remarkable ONE, which radically raises the bar for entry-level digital radio
products.

EVOKE-3 has continued PURE’s impressive run of press reviews too – taking five stars from What Hi-Fi? Sound
& Vision magazine as well as awards from Hi-Fi Choice and T3 magazines. 

In What Hi-Fi? Sound & Vision magazine’s annual awards PURE won both Best Radio and Best Portable Radio
for 2005.

Our IP will enable PURE to continue to lead in the digital radio and audio market.

PURE has diversified its product range beyond portable/kitchen radios
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Geoff Shingles (aged 67), CBE, BSc (Hons), FIEE, FBCS, Chairman. Geoff was, until April 1994, Executive
Chairman of Digital Equipment Co. Limited, where he served for 29 years. While at Digital, he worked both in
the U.S. and Continental Europe. He joined the board in 1994 becoming Chairman in 1996. He is also a Non-
Executive Director of a number of private companies.

Hossein Yassaie (aged 49), PhD, Chief Executive Officer. After attaining his PhD, Hossein was a research fellow
at the University of Birmingham. Prior to joining Imagination Technologies in February 1992, he was with
STMicroelectronics and Inmos for 8 years, where he set up and managed the DSP and digital video
developments. Ultimately he became responsible for the system divisions, including research and development,
manufacturing and marketing. Hossein joined the board in 1995. He previously held the position of Technical
Director, before becoming Chief Executive Officer in June 1998.

Trevor Selby (aged 48), BA (Hons), ACMA, Chief Financial Officer. Trevor worked for the Dowty Group until 1992
holding senior finance positions in several of the group’s information technology companies, including Finance
Director of Dowty Information Systems and latterly Finance Director of Dowty Communications. He continued
with the business after it was acquired in 1992 becoming Director of Financial Planning and Analysis at Cray
Communications. He joined Imagination Technologies, and the board, in 1996 as Group Finance Director.

Ian Pearson (aged 63), Dip Tech (Hons), C.Eng, FIEE, Non-Executive Director. Ian has over 30 years experience
with companies specialising in semiconductor design, manufacturing and management, with director level
responsibilities. These companies include Inmos and SGS Thompson. Currently, he acts as a consultant
specialising in the commercial exploitation of intellectual property for the electronic and semiconductor
industries. He joined the board as Non-Executive Director in 1998 and is Chairman of the Remuneration
Committee and serves on the Audit Committee. Ian is the senior Non-Executive Director. He is also a director of
Iprias Limited and Tao Group Limited.

David Hurst-Brown (aged 57), BSc (Hons), FSI, Non-Executive Director. David worked for most of his career in
the securities industry. In 2002 he left UBS, where, for more than 10 years he had worked in Corporate Finance
as adviser to a wide range of companies. David now works mainly as a consultant and his Non-Executive
Directorships include Anite plc, Ffastfill plc and KeyData AIM VCT plc. He joined the board of Imagination
Technologies as a Non-Executive Director in September 2000 and is Chairman of the Audit Committee and a
member of the Remuneration Committee.

Left to right

Geoff Shingles
Hossein Yassaie
Trevor Selby
Ian Pearson
David Hurst-Brown

Imagination Technologies Group plc
Secretary and Registered Office
A Llewellyn
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Auditors
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The Directors submit their annual report and audited financial statements for the year ended 31st March 2006.

Principal Activities and Business Review
The principal activities of the Group are the design, development and marketing of multimedia technology, and products incorporating
this technology.

A review of business and financial developments and future prospects has been included in the Chief Executive’s Review. This
incorporates any significant events since the year end. Further details are included in pages 3 to 7 of the annual report.

Results
The results of the Group for the year to 31st March 2006 are set out in detail in the Consolidated Income Statement on page 35. 

The Directors do not propose the payment of a dividend (2005: £nil).

The Group transacts licence and development agreements with customers and purchases of products for PURE Digital primarily in US
dollars and, therefore, the Group's earnings are exposed to fluctuations in foreign exchange rates. The Group reviews its foreign
exchange exposure on a regular basis and, if there is a material exposure to exchange rate fluctuations and the Board considers it
appropriate, the Group will reduce the risk by currency hedging on net receivable/payable balances. 

Principal Risks and Uncertainties
There are a number of risks and uncertainties which could impact the Group’s performance. The Group has a risk management structure
in place which is designed to identify, manage and mitigate business risk. The relevant structures are more fully described in the Group’s
internal control and risk management procedures in the Corporate Governance report on page 29.

The Group has experienced, and may in the future experience, fluctuations in the results of its operations. There are a number of factors
that can affect the results. These include the timing of new licence agreements with partners, the achievement of development project
milestones and the timing and volume of products incorporating the Group’s technology shipped by our partners. For the Group’s
systems business, these factors also include the continuation of the supply of products from Chinese manufacturers.

The Group operates in fast moving competitive marketplaces characterised by rapid changes in technology. The Group’s result will be
impacted by the introduction of new technologies and products by the Group and by the Group’s competitors as they respond to these
changes in technology. 

The Group’s performance is also subject to external macro economic conditions. Changes in factors such as interest rates, inflation,
unemployment and commodity prices can create uncertainty in the Group’s markets. As a result, potential customers may delay placing
orders with the Group and/or reduce the shipment of product incorporating the Group’s technology. In turn, both of these would adversely
affect the Group’s result.         

Research and Development
The Group spent £20,649,000 (2005: £19,381,000) on research and development and advanced technology projects.

Donations
During the year the Group made donations for charitable purposes of £180 (2005: £704). There were no political donations during the
year (2005: £nil). The Parent Company made no donations in the current year (2005: £nil).

Directors
G S Shingles, H Yassaie, T Selby, I R Pearson and D A Hurst-Brown continued to serve as Directors throughout the year.

In accordance with the Company's Articles of Association, H Yassaie retires by rotation at the Annual General Meeting of the Company to
be held on 26th July 2006 and will offer himself for re-election.

Executive Directors' service agreements are contracts of employment with a rolling notice period of less than one year.

Non-Executive Directors do not have any unexpired notice periods in their contracts.

The disclosable interests of Directors at 31st March 2006 including holdings, if any, of wives and children aged under 18 were as detailed
in the Remuneration Report on page 32 and remain unchanged at 24th May 2006.

The directors who held office at the date of approval of this directors’ report confirm that, so far as they are each aware, there is no
relevant audit information of which the Company’s auditors are unaware; and each director has taken all the steps that he ought to have
taken as a director to make himself aware of any relevant audit information and to establish that the Company’s auditors are aware of
that information. 
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Substantial Interests
As at 3rd May 2006 the Company had been notified or was aware that the following had direct or indirect interests in 3% or more of the
share capital of the Company:

Ordinary Shares of 10p Percentage
in the Company Holding

M&G Investment Management 28,352,261 13.7%
Schroder Investment Management 23,213,391 11.2%
Merrill Lynch Investment Management 16,156,432 7.8%
SAAD Investment Company 15,098,000 7.3%
Herald Investment Management 13,801,845 6.7%
AXA Framlington Investment Management 10,454,944 5.0%
Legal & General Investment Management 8,100,974 3.9%
Barclays Stockbrokers 7,046,546 3.4%

Going Concern Basis
After making enquiries, the Directors have a reasonable expectation that the Company and the Group have adequate resources to
continue in operational existence for the foreseeable future. For this reason, they continue to adopt the going concern basis in preparing
the financial statements.

Employees
As an intellectual property business, considerable value is placed on the involvement of employees in the development of the business.
This is encouraged by the open environment in the Group and through the delegation of responsibility throughout the organisation.
Presentations are made to all staff on a regular basis to encourage a full understanding of the Group's strategy and operational
developments.

The Group is committed to the principle of equal opportunity in employment and to ensuring that no applicant or employee receives less
favourable treatment on the grounds of age, gender, disability, ethnic origin, political or other opinion, religion or sexual orientation.

Disability is not seen as an inhibitor to employment or career development. Employees who become disabled are, wherever possible,
given assistance to continue in their existing employment or to be trained for other positions.

Creditor payment policy
It is Group policy to agree payment terms with suppliers when negotiating contracts or transactions. 

The Group ensures that, subject to any necessary variations which may result from supplier related problems, the agreed payment terms
are adhered to.

The number of days billings from suppliers outstanding to the Group at 31st March 2006 was 38 days (2005: 44 days). The Parent
Company is purely a holding Company with investments and does not have trade creditors.

International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS)
The Group has prepared these consolidated accounts for the year ended 31st March 2006 in accordance with International Financial
Reporting Standards. 

Auditors
A resolution is to be proposed at the Annual General Meeting for the re-appointment of KPMG Audit Plc as auditors of the Company.

Special business at the Annual General Meeting
The Annual General Meeting will be held at 11.00 a.m. on 26th July 2006 at Imagination House, Home Park Estate, Kings Langley,
Hertfordshire WD4 8LZ. Special Business to be transacted at the Meeting is set out in full in the Notice of the AGM.

By order of the Board
A Llewellyn

Secretary
24th May 2006
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Compliance with the Combined Code
The Board is responsible to shareholders for the effective direction and control of the Group and this report describes the framework of
corporate governance and internal controls that the Directors have established to enable them to carry out this responsibility. It also
explains, in accordance with the Listing Rules, how the Group has applied Section 1 of the Combined Code on Corporate Governance ('the
Code'), and the one area of non-compliance which is noted at the end of this section.

The Board has applied the principles of the Code as follows:

The Board 
The Company is controlled through the Board of Directors, which throughout the year consisted of 5 directors, 2 non-executive and 3
executive, including the Chairman who carries out his duties on a part-time basis (40 days per annum). Biographical details for each of
the directors are set out on page 24.

The Company maintains insurance cover for its directors and officers with a cover limit of £5,000,000.

The Chairman
The Chairman, G Shingles, is responsible for the leadership of the Board, ensuring its effectiveness on all aspects of its role, setting its
agenda and ensuring that the directors receive accurate, timely and clear information. The Chairman facilitates the effective contribution
of non-executive directors and ensures constructive relations between executive and non-executive directors. The Chairman is also
responsible for ensuring that there is effective communication with shareholders.

Details of the Chairman's other professional commitments are given on page 24. The Board is satisfied that these do not interfere with
the performance of his duties for the Company.

The Chief Executive 
The Chief Executive Officer, H Yassaie, is responsible for the day-to-day management of the business and for proposing, developing and
implementing the Group's strategy as agreed by the Board. The Chief Executive Officer carries this out in close consultation with the
Chairman and the Board. The Chief Executive Officer is also responsible, with the executive team, for implementing the decisions of the Board
and its Committees.

Senior Independent Director
Mr Pearson is the senior Independent Non-Executive Director. He acts as a conduit to the Board for communication of shareholder
concerns when other channels of communication are inappropriate and ensures that the performance evaluation of the Chairman is
conducted effectively.

Details of Mr Pearson's other professional commitments are given on page 24. 

The Board considers that each of the Non-Executive Directors is independent and free from any relationship which could materially
interfere with the exercise of their independent judgement.

Operation of the Board
The Board meets formally on a monthly basis and is responsible for the overall direction, strategy and performance of the Group. There
is a formal agenda of items to be addressed at Board Meetings which includes matters specifically reserved for the Board which
principally comprise: group wide business and financial reviews, major capital or revenue expenditure, acquisitions or disposals, onerous
business terms, treasury and dividend policy, risk items and board appointments. The Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer
respectively prepare full operational and financial reviews for each Board Meeting.

By also attending and monitoring the content of meetings and agendas, the Directors consider that there is sufficient structure to ensure
the Company's strategy and control remain in its hands. 

The Board also meets on a regular basis with senior management from the Group's divisions to assess the strategic direction of the
business. The objective is to assess and decide upon the key technologies/products/markets for the business to exploit by assessing the
potential returns against the risks. The result is a common vision of the strategy of the business and an understanding of the function
and goals that each division has within the strategy. A divisional business plan is built around executing the strategy.

The Management Board for each Division meets on a monthly basis, with attendance by Executive Directors. The full activities of each
division are reviewed to ensure that strategic and business goals are being achieved.

Performance Evaluation
The Board reviews its performance during the year, including the performance of the Audit and Remuneration Committees, and the
performance of each Director. In the case of the Board and the Committees, the assessment of performance was carried out by
considering the objectives of each body and assessing the degree to which these objectives have been met. In the case of each Director,
the performance review takes into account an individual's level of commitment to the role, effective contribution and achievement in
carrying out the role. 
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Throughout the year, the Chairman periodically held meetings with the Non-Executive Directors without the Executive Directors being
present and, in addition, the Non-Executives periodically held meetings without the Chairman or the Executive Directors being present.

Board Appointments
As the Board is small, a Nominations Committee has not been appointed. All nominations to the Board will be considered by the full Board.
Whilst the Board considers the appropriate composition of the Board from time to time, no specific changes were considered during the year.

All Directors, in accordance with the Code, will submit themselves for re-election at least every three years. Any newly appointed
Directors are required to submit themselves for re-election at the first AGM following their appointment.

Audit Committee

Members of the Committee
During the financial year, the Audit Committee comprised D A Hurst-Brown as Chairman and I R Pearson as a member.

The Code requires that the Board be satisfied that at least one member of the Committee has recent and relevant financial experience.
The Board has considered this requirement and, taking into account the financial background of the Chairman of the Committee, is
satisfied that this requirement is met, and that the Committee has sufficient experience to fulfil its obligations in an effective manner.

Responsibilities
The Committee is required to satisfy itself as to the adequacy and effectiveness of internal controls and compliance procedures within
the Group and that the principles, policies and practices adopted in the preparation of the accounts of the Group and the annual financial
statements comply with statutory requirements. The Audit Committee has written terms of reference which are available to be viewed at
the AGM. 

In discharging its responsibilities, the Committee reviews the interim and annual financial statements and the terms and scope under
which the auditors are appointed or reappointed. The Committee holds meetings with the external auditors whenever it feels it needs
advice or clarification of issues, but in any case the Audit Committee meets formally with the external auditors at least once per year,
with a portion of the meeting without the Executive Directors present. The Committee is also responsible for determining and reviewing
the policy for engaging the external auditor in respect of non-audit work.

The Audit Committee reviews arrangements by which staff of the Group may in confidence raise concerns over possible improprieties in
financial reporting or other matters.

Remuneration Committee
A description of the composition, responsibility and operation of the remuneration committee is set out in the Remuneration Report on
pages 30-32 which is prepared in accordance with Schedule 7A to the Companies Act 1985.

Board and Committee Meeting Attendance
The attendance of Directors at Board meetings and Committee meetings is set out below:

Main Board Audit Remuneration
Meetings Committee Committee

No. of meetings 11 3 3

G S Shingles 10 3* 2*
H Yassaie 11 2* 2*
T Selby 11 3* 3*
I R Pearson 9 3 3
D A Hurst-Brown 10 3 3

Independent Professional Advisers
The Directors are expected, and encouraged, to bring necessary matters to the attention of the Board so that the relevant professional
advisers can be briefed and authorised to provide the required independent advice. However, all Directors can, if they feel it necessary,
take independent professional advice in furtherance of their duties, at the Company's expense.

Financial Reporting
The financial position of the Company is discussed in the Chairman's Statement, Chief Executive’s Review and the Directors' Report
giving a balanced and understandable assessment of the Company's position and prospects.

After reviewing current performance and plans, and making enquiries considered appropriate, the Directors are satisfied that at the time of
approving the Financial Statements adequate resources are available to the Group to enable it to continue in business for the foreseeable
future. For this reason the Directors believe it is appropriate to adopt the going concern basis in preparing the financial statements.

* denotes attendance by a Director (who is not 
a member of  the Committee) at a Committee 
meeting, either for the whole or part of the 
meeting, as requested by the Chairman of the 
Committee.
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Relations with Shareholders
The Company encourages two way communications with shareholders. The Board endeavours to maintain good relationships with its
institutional shareholders by holding regular meetings after results with further dialogue as requested. Shareholders can register to
receive the Company's press releases via the internet and any queries from individual shareholders are answered promptly by a
nominated person. 

Shareholders have at least 21 days notice of the Annual General Meeting. In addition to the formal AGM proceedings, the Directors make
a full presentation to shareholders to explain developments in the business over the last year and this is followed by an open question
and answer session which provides shareholders with the opportunity to ask Directors questions about the business. The AGM is held at
the Company's main office in Kings Langley where shareholders can visit demonstration rooms displaying the Group's technology and
meet senior divisional employees.

The Non-Executive Directors have access to independent feedback from shareholders after results presentations which, supported by
periodic attendance at analyst and shareholder presentations, provides them with an understanding of the views of major shareholders.
The Senior Non-Executive Director is available for dialogue with major shareholders if required.

Environmental Statement
The Board recognises the increasing importance of environmental issues although since the Group is not involved in heavy industry or
any direct manufacturing activity, the Group has negligible impact on the environment. Company premises are composed of offices with
the main activity in the Group being the development of hardware and software designs by employees working on computers, involving
neither the use of hazardous substances or complex waste emissions.

The Group continues, where possible, to promote and support practices and the use of resources in an environmentally friendly manner.
These include taking energy saving measures, recycling components such as printed circuit boards, toner cartridges, surplus packaging
and paper and discouraging company vehicles. 

With respect to the Group’s sub-contract manufacturing activities, the Group has been reviewing the regulations of new environmental
legislation, in particular, the Restriction of the Use of Certain Hazardous Substances in Electrical Equipment Regulations 2005 (RoHS) and
Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE). The Group has taken the necessary action to comply with the regulations of RoHS
when they come into force on 1 July 2006 and is making appropriate plans for the introduction of the WEEE regulations. We will
incorporate our actions in regard to these regulations to finalise our environmental policy.

Internal Controls/Risk Management
The Board is responsible for the Group's system of internal control and for reviewing its effectiveness. This covers all material controls
including financial, operational, compliance and risk management systems. However, such a system is designed to manage rather than
eliminate the risk of failure to achieve business objectives, and can provide only reasonable and not absolute assurances against material
misstatement or loss.

In compliance with the requirements of the Code and the Turnbull Report, the Directors reviewed the existing risk management
processes in place within the operating businesses to document and report on significant areas of business risks and their controls.
There is an ongoing process for the effective identification, evaluation and management of significant risks faced by the Group.

This process was in place throughout the financial year and continues to be in place at the date of approval of the Annual Report and
Accounts. Under this process the Board reviews risks associated with the business on a regular basis.

Executive members of the Board have day to day involvement in all aspects of the business and attend monthly divisional management
meetings at which both financial and operational performance against target is reviewed. Any items found during the monthly review
which do not meet previously agreed targets are discussed in order to ensure that any corrective actions are implemented. An
assessment of specific operational risk areas is presented to the Board for review on a regular basis.

A detailed annual budget is set and approved by the Board. Expenditure is controlled against formal authorisation limits. Major items of
capital and revenue expenditure and all treasury matters are reserved for members of the Board alone.

The Board and the Audit Committee has considered the need for an Internal Auditor, and, after taking into account the size of the
organisation, has concluded that at this stage there is no requirement.

Compliance Statement
The Listing Rules require the Board to report on compliance with the provisions throughout the accounting period. Save the exception
listed below, the Company has complied throughout the current accounting period ended 31st March 2006 with the provisions set out in
Section 1 of the Code.

As the Board is small, a Nominations Committee has not been appointed consisting solely of Non Executive Directors. All nominations to
the Board will be considered by the full Board.
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Remuneration Committee
The Board has established a Remuneration Committee ('the Committee') to advise it on an appropriate remuneration policy. During the financial
year the members of the Committee have been I R Pearson and D A Hurst-Brown. The Committee Chairman is I R Pearson.

The Committee is responsible for determining and agreeing with the Board the remuneration packages of the Executive Directors, including
basic salary, annual bonuses, the allocation of share options and LTIPs and the terms of any performance conditions to apply to the
exercise of such rights, pension rights, determining their terms and conditions of service, and any compensation payments and to ensure
that such remuneration levels are appropriate and acceptable. The remuneration of I R Pearson and D A Hurst-Brown is established by the
Executive Directors of the Board. The Committee also has discussions with the Board in relation to the Board's annual report to
shareholders on the Group's policy on the remuneration of Executive Directors and in particular the Directors' Remuneration Report, as
required by the Companies Act 1985 (as amended), the Revised Combined Code and the Listing Rules of the Financial Services Authority.

Remuneration Policy
In implementing its policy, the Committee gives full consideration to the Principles of Good Governance set out in the Combined Code
with reference to Directors' remuneration. The key objectives of the remuneration policy are to ensure that pay and benefits packages are
sufficiently competitive to attract, develop and retain high calibre executives. During the course of the financial year the Committee
carried out a review of the benefits package. The review considered input from external sources and compared findings to similar sized
companies in similar industry types. As a result of this review, and planned future reviews, appropriate changes were, and will be, made
to ensure a competitive and well-balanced package is maintained. It also seeks to align individual reward and incentives with the
performance of the Group and, hence, with the interests of the shareholders.

Directors’ Remuneration
The main elements of the Executive Directors remuneration are:

Basic salary
To determine the specific levels of salary and benefit, the Committee draws on a
wide range of data, market conditions, as well as Company and individual
performance. 

Performance related bonus
Executive Directors participate in a bonus scheme which is linked to the
achievement of annual financial targets set by the Committee. These targets have
regard to the budget agreed at the beginning of each financial year and to
operational targets. The maximum bonus entitlement is one-third of basic salary
or lower, as set by the Committee. Performance related bonus is not
pensionable.

Share Incentives
The Committee aims to ensure that individuals are fairly rewarded for their
contribution to the success of the Company. The Company operates a number of
share option schemes, including approved and unapproved key employee
schemes, an Enterprise Management Incentive (EMI) scheme, a Long-Term
Incentive Plan (LTIP) scheme and a Save As You Earn (SAYE) scheme.
Discretionary options are granted at market value whilst SAYE options have been
issued at a 20% discount to market value.

The discretionary options have performance criteria based on the achievement of targets in the market price of Imagination Technologies
shares. The discretionary options issued to Directors have the performance conditions attached to them as set out on page 32. The SAYE
scheme does not have performance conditions. 

Company policy is to review on a regular on-going basis by reference to other comparable companies the incentive provided to employees
throughout the Company by the grant of share options to ensure that employees are retained and incentivised.

During the past 12 months, the Committee has carried out a review of the Group’s incentive programmes and, following a period of
consultation with larger shareholders, is proposing changes to the programmes. The key changes proposed are as follows:

• Restricted share plan – with the exception of the SAYE plan below, it is proposed to cease granting share options to employees,
including the Board, and to introduce a restricted share plan which involves the granting of share awards.

• Save As You Earn plan – it is proposed to introduce a new SAYE scheme with the intention of offering employees on an annual basis
the opportunity to take part in such a scheme.

The Committee strongly believes that this new incentive plan is consistent with the shift in the market away from options and towards
shares. The SAYE scheme has proved to be very popular with employees in the past and hence the Committee believes the combination
of the new plans, subject to approval, will motivate and retain employees, encourage employee share ownership, lower dilution over time
and avoid underwater incentives. It is intended to put these proposals to shareholders at an EGM in the near future.

Total shareholders’ return

Total cumulative shareholder return for the

five-year period to 31 March 2006

In the total shareholder return analysis the TechMark All-Share
Index has been chosen to compare the performance of the
Company’s share price against an index of comparable companies.

Rebased to 100 on 1 April 2001

TechMark All-Share Index

Imagination Technologies

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006
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Pension policy
Executive Directors are eligible to become members of the Group Personal Pension Plan which is a defined contribution scheme. There
are no special arrangements for Executive Directors. The Company has been advised on all aspects of the pension scheme by its
Independent Financial Advisor, HSBC.

Service contracts
The Executive Directors of Imagination Technologies Group plc all have ongoing service contracts dated 31st March 1998 which are
subject to 6 months notice. The Committee regards the notice period in these contracts as being appropriate. In the event of termination
of an Executive Director's service contract there are no specific compensation entitlement provisions in the contracts with respect to
termination, other than the notice period. 

Remuneration policy for Non-Executive Directors
The remuneration for Non-Executive Directors consists of fees for their services in connection with Board and Committee meetings and
where appropriate for devoting additional time and expertise for the benefit of the Company. Non-Executive Directors have letters of
appointment. I Pearson’s and D Hurst-Brown’s letters are dated respectively 14th April 1998 and 4th August 2000. Non-executive
directors are re-elected as directors, and thereby reappointed, at least every three years. I Pearson and D Hurst-Brown were reappointed
on 5th August 2004. Non-Executive Directors are not eligible for pension scheme membership and do not participate in any of the
Group's bonus, share option or other incentive schemes. The remuneration of non-executive directors is determined by the executive
directors of the Board.

Other directorships
The other directorships of the non-executive directors are set out on page 24. The other directorships of G Shingles, who carries out his
executive duties with the Group on a part time basis, are also set out on page 24. H Yassaie is a Non-Executive Director of Frontier Silicon
Holdings Limited for which he does not receive a fee. The Board is satisfied that these directorships do not interfere with the
performance of directors' duties for the Company.

The following information has been audited:

Directors’ Emoluments
The following table is intended to bring together the value of the various emoluments of remuneration received by each Director during the year.

Salary Benefits Comparative Pension Pension

and fees Bonus in kind Total 2005 2006 2005

£ £ £ £ £ £ £

Executive Directors
G S Shingles 86,000 — 955 86,955 86,940 — —
H Yassaie 185,000 — 955 185,955 171,940 12,600 12,000
T Selby 131,750 — 955 132,705 126,940 9,056 8,625

Non-Executive Directors
I R Pearson 20,000 — — 20,000 20,000 — —
D A Hurst-Brown 20,000 — — 20,000 20,000 — —

TOTAL 442,750 — 2,865 445,615 425,820 21,656 20,625
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Directors’ Share Options
The following table sets out the options the Directors have in the shares of Imagination Technologies Group plc.

Balance Exercised Granted Balance Date from

Grant at 31st during during at 31st Exercise which first Expiry

Date March 2005 the year the year March 2006 price exercisable date

G S Shingles July 1996 599,590 — — 599,590 98.5p July 1999 June 2006
Aug 1998 *350,000 — — *350,000 64p Aug 2000 Aug 2008
Dec 2002 **30,767 (30,767) — — 21.5p Nov 2005 Apr 2006

H Yassaie Aug 1998 1,000,000 — — 1,000,000 64p Aug 2001 Aug 2008
Aug 1998 *500,000 — — *500,000 64p Aug 2000 Aug 2008
Aug 2001 *1,000,000 — — *1,000,000 64p Aug 2003 Aug 2011
Dec 2002 **30,767 (30,767) — — 21.5p Nov 2005 Apr 2006

T Selby July 1996 268,000 — — 268,000 91p July 1999 July 2006
Aug 1998 *400,000 — — *400,000 64p Aug 2000 Aug 2008
Aug 2001 *300,000 — — *300,000 64p Aug 2003 Aug 2011
Dec 2002 **30,767 (30,767) — — 21.5p Nov 2005 Apr 2006

TOTAL 4,509,891 (92,301) — 4,417,590

The market price of the shares at 31st March 2006 was 69.5p and the range during the financial year was 48.25p to 81.5p.
Options marked * have been issued under the Long Term Incentive Plan.

Options marked ** have been issued under the Savings Related Share Option Scheme.

On 1st December 2005, G. Shingles, H. Yassaie and T. Selby each exercised a share option over 30,767 shares granted under the Savings
Related Share Option Sheme. The share price on the date of exercise was 72.5 pence and the gain for each director on exerise was
£15,691. Each director retained the shares following exercise.

As at 24th May 2006 there had been no changes in the balance of options outstanding.

Executive Directors – Share option performance conditions:

The option granted to G S Shingles in July 1996 over 599,590 shares has no performance conditions.

The option granted to H Yassaie in August 1998 over 1,000,000 shares is exercisable if the share price growth at the date of exercise is at
least 20% greater than the grant price. 

The option granted to T Selby in July 1996 over 268,000 shares is exercisable if the share price growth at the date of exercise is at least
greater than the percentage increase in the Retail Price Index.

Options issued under the Long Term Incentive Plan are exercisable if the share price growth is at least greater than an annual compound
increase of 15% per annum in the share price over the four year period following the date of grant and there has been an improvement in
the underlying financial performance of the Company in the opinion of the Remuneration Committee.

Options issued under the Savings Related Share Option Scheme do not have any performance targets.

Directors’ Interests
Interests of the Directors in the shares of Imagination Technologies Group plc were as follows:

Ordinary shares of 10p beneficially owned at 31st March

G S Shingles
H Yassaie
T Selby
I R Pearson
D A Hurst-Brown

As at 24th May 2006 there had been no changes in the above interests. 

This report was approved by the Board on 24th May 2006 and was signed on its behalf by:

I R Pearson
Chairman of the Remuneration Committee

2005
131,050
420,000

74,000
30,000

100,000

2006

230,698
450,767
104,767

39,722
100,000
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The Directors are responsible for preparing the Annual Report and the group and parent company financial statements, in accordance
with applicable law and regulations.  

Company law requires the Directors to prepare group and parent company financial statements for each financial year. Under that law
the Directors are required to prepare the group financial statements in accordance with IFRSs as adopted by the EU and have elected to
prepare the parent company financial statements in accordance with UK Accounting Standards.  

The group financial statements are required by law and IFRSs as adopted by the EU to present fairly the financial position and
performance of the group; the Companies Act 1985 provides in relation to such financial statements that references in the relevant part
of that Act to financial statements giving a true and fair view are references to their achieving a fair presentation.  

The parent company financial statements are required by law to give a true and fair view of the state of affairs of the parent company.  

In preparing each of the group and parent company financial statements, the Directors are required to:  

• select suitable accounting policies and then apply them consistently;  

• make judgments and estimates that are reasonable and prudent;  

• for the group financial statements, state whether they have been prepared in accordance with IFRSs as adopted by the EU;  

• for the parent company financial statements, state whether applicable UK Accounting Standards have been followed, subject to any
material departures disclosed and explained in the parent company financial statements; and  

• prepare the financial statements on the going concern basis unless it is inappropriate to presume that the group and the parent
company will continue in business. 

The Directors are responsible for keeping proper accounting records that disclose with reasonable accuracy at any time the financial
position of the parent company and enable them to ensure that its financial statements comply with the Companies Act 1985. They have
general responsibility for taking such steps as are reasonably open to them to safeguard the assets of the group and to prevent and
detect fraud and other irregularities.  

Under applicable law and regulations, the Directors are also responsible for preparing a Directors’ Report, Directors’ Remuneration
Report and Corporate Governance Statement that comply with that law and those regulations.  

The Directors are responsible for the maintenance and integrity of the corporate and financial information included on the company’s
website. Legislation in the UK governing the preparation and dissemination of financial statements may differ from legislation in other
jurisdictions.
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Independent Auditors’ Report to the Members 
of Imagination Technologies Group plc

We have audited the group and parent company financial statements (the ‘‘financial statements’’) of Imagination Technologies Group plc
for the year ended 31st March 2006 which comprise the Group Income Statement, the Group and Parent Company Balance Sheets, the
Group Cash Flow Statement, the Group Statement of Recognised Income and Expense and the related notes. These financial statements
have been prepared under the accounting policies set out therein. We have also audited the information in the Directors’ Remuneration
Report that is described as having been audited.  
This report is made solely to the company’s members, as a body, in accordance with section 235 of the Companies Act 1985. Our audit
work has been undertaken so that we might state to the company’s members those matters we are required to state to them in an
auditor’s report and for no other purpose. To the fullest extent permitted by law, we do not accept or assume responsibility to anyone
other than the company and the company’s members as a body, for our audit work, for this report, or for the opinions we have formed.  

Respective Responsibilities of Directors and Auditors
The Directors’ responsibilities for preparing the Annual Report and the group financial statements in accordance with applicable law and
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRSs) as adopted by the EU, and for preparing the parent company financial statements
and the Directors’ Remuneration Report in accordance with applicable law and UK Accounting Standards (UK Generally Accepted
Accounting Practice) are set out in the Statement of Directors’ Responsibilities on page 33.
Our responsibility is to audit the financial statements and the part of the Directors’ Remuneration Report to be audited in accordance
with relevant legal and regulatory requirements and International Standards on Auditing (UK and Ireland).  
We report to you our opinion as to whether the financial statements give a true and fair view and whether the financial statements and
the part of the Directors’ Remuneration Report to be audited have been properly prepared in accordance with the Companies Act 1985
and, as regards the group financial statements, Article 4 of the IAS Regulation. We also report to you whether in our opinion the
information given in the Directors’ Report is consistent with the financial statements. The information given in the Directors’ Report
includes that specific information presented in the Chief Executive’s Review that is cross referenced from the Business Review section
of the Directors’ Report. We also report to you if, in our opinion, the company has not kept proper accounting records, if we have not
received all the information and explanations we require for our audit, or if information specified by law regarding directors’
remuneration and other transactions is not disclosed.  
We review whether the Corporate Governance Statement reflects the company’s compliance with the nine provisions of the 2003 FRC
Combined Code specified for our review by the Listing Rules of the Financial Services Authority, and we report if it does not. We are not
required to consider whether the board’s statements on internal control cover all risks and controls, or form an opinion on the
effectiveness of the group’s corporate governance procedures or its risk and control procedures.  
We read the other information contained in the Annual Report and consider whether it is consistent with the audited financial
statements.  We consider the implications for our report if we become aware of any apparent misstatements or material inconsistencies
with the financial statements.  Our responsibilities do not extend to any other information.  

Basis of Audit Opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (UK and Ireland) issued by the Auditing Practices Board.
An audit includes examination, on a test basis, of evidence relevant to the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements and the
part of the Directors’ Remuneration Report to be audited. It also includes an assessment of the significant estimates and judgments
made by the Directors in the preparation of the financial statements, and of whether the accounting policies are appropriate to the
group’s and company’s circumstances, consistently applied and adequately disclosed.  
We planned and performed our audit so as to obtain all the information and explanations which we considered necessary in order to
provide us with sufficient evidence to give reasonable assurance that the financial statements and the part of the Directors’
Remuneration Report to be audited are free from material misstatement, whether caused by fraud or other irregularity or error. In
forming our opinion we also evaluated the overall adequacy of the presentation of information in the financial statements and the part 
of the Directors’ Remuneration Report to be audited.  

Opinion
In our opinion:
• the group financial statements give a true and fair view, in accordance with IFRSs as adopted by the EU, of the state of the group’s

affairs as at 31st March 2006 and of its loss for the year then ended;  
• the parent company financial statements give a true and fair view, in accordance with UK Generally Accepted Accounting Practice, of

the state of the parent company’s affairs as at 31st March 2006;  
• the financial statements and the part of the Directors’ Remuneration Report to be audited have been properly prepared in accordance

with the Companies Act 1985 and, as regards the group financial statements, Article 4 of the IAS Regulation; and  
• the information given in the Directors’ Report is consistent with the financial statements.  

KPMG Audit Plc
Chartered Accountants

Registered Auditor
London 

24th May 2006
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Year to 31st March

Notes

Revenue 2

Cost of sales

Gross profit

Research and development expenses

Sales and administrative expenses

Total operating expenses

Operating loss

Financial income 5
Financial expenses 6

Net financing income

Loss before taxation

Income tax (expense)/credit 7

Loss after taxation

Loss per share    Basic and diluted 8

During this and the previous year all results arise from continuing operations.

There is no difference between the total reported result for the year and that on a historical cost basis.

Year to 31st March

Loss for the financial year

Exchange differences on translation of foreign operations

Total recognised income and expense for financial year

Effective change in accounting policy:

Effect of adoption of IAS 32 and IAS 39 on 1 April 2005

The gain on currency translation arises on the re-translation of overseas subsidiaries.

2005

£’000

30,583

(12,947)

17,636

(19,381)

(4,953)

(24,334)

(6,698)

299
(39)

260

(6,438)

805

(5,633)

(3.0p)

2005

£’000

(5,633)

2

(5,631)

—

(5,631)

2006

£’000

(7,360)

2

(7,358)

5,542

(1,816)

2006

£’000

35,273

(16,231)

19,042

(20,649)

(5,549)

(26,198)

(7,156)

329
(43)

286

(6,870)

(490)

(7,360)

(3.7p)

Consolidated Statement of Recognised Income and
Expenditure
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Consolidated Balance Sheet

As at 31st March

Assets Notes

Non-current assets

Intangible assets 9

Property, plant and equipment 10

Investments 11

Current assets

Inventories 12

Trade and other receivables 13

Cash and cash equivalents 14

Current liabilities

Trade and other payables 15

Net current assets

Non-current liabilities

Long term borrowings 16

Net assets

Equity

Called up share capital 17

Share premium account 18

Other capital reserve 18

Warrant reserve 18

Merger reserve 18

Revaluation reserve 18

Translation reserve 18

Retained earnings 18

Total equity 19

These financial statements were approved by the Board of Directors on 24th May, 2006 and were signed on its behalf by:

G S SHINGLES

Director

2006

£’000

4,675

3,712

6,155

14,542

3,445

9,254

6,384

19,083

(6,896)

12,187

(557)

26,172

20,706

44,472

319

1,104

2,402

5,542

4

(48,377)

26,172

2005

£’000

4,949

3,747

613

9,309

2,332

7,192

7,670

17,194

(8,111)

9,083

(588)

17,804 

18,905

36,415

313

1,111

2,402

—

2

(41,344)

17,804
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Cash flows from operating activities

Loss before tax

Adjustments for:

Depreciation and amortisation

Net financing income

Loss/(gain) on sale of property, plant & equipment

Share-based remuneration 

Operating cash flows before movements in working capital  

(Increase) in inventories

(Increase) in receivables 

(Decrease)/increase in payables

Cash generated by operations

Interest paid

Taxes (paid)/ received

Net cash flows from operating activities

Cash flows from investing activities

Interest received

Acquisition of intangible assets

Aquisition of property, plant and equipment

Proceeds on disposal of property, plant and equipment

Net cash used in investing activities

Cash flows from financing activities

Proceeds from the issue of share capital

(Repayment of)/ proceeds from borrowings

Net cash from financing activities

Net (decrease)/increase in cash and cash equivalents

Effect of exchange rate fluctuation

Cash and cash equivalents at the start of the period

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the period

2005

£’000

(6,438)

1,885

(260)

(104)

172

(4,745)

(329)

(2,609)

2,305

(5,378)

(39)

805

(4,612)

216

(321)

(2,164)

344

(1,925)

7,172

614

7,786

1,249

(77)

6,498

7,670

2006

£’000

(6,870)

1,757

(286)

5

327

(5,067)

(1,113)

(1,993)

(1,539)

(9,712)

(43)

(304)

(10,059)

260

(346)

(1,216)

6

(1,296)

9,857

(31)

9,826

(1,529)

243

7,670

6,384
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Notes to the Financial Statements

1.  IFRS Accounting Policies

General
Imagination Technologies Group plc is a company incorporated in the UK.
The group financial statements consolidate those of the Company and its subsidiaries (together referred to as the Group). The parent
company financial statements present information about the Company as a separate entity and not about its group.

Significant accounting policies

Statement of compliance            
The group financial statements have been prepared and approved by the directors in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards
as adopted by the EU (Adopted IFRSs). The Company has elected to prepare its parent company financial statements in accordance with UK
GAAP; these are presented on pages 53 to 55.

Basis of preparation
The accounting policies set out below have been applied consistently to all periods presented in these consolidated financial statements and in
preparing an opening IFRS balance sheet at 1st April 2005 for the purposes of the transition to Adopted IFRSs. The principal exception is that, as
more fully explained below, financial instruments accounting is determined on different bases in 2006 and 2005  due to the transitional provisions
of IAS 32 and IAS 39.
Judgements made by the Directors, in the application of these accounting policies that have a significant effect on the financial statements and
estimates with a significant risk of material adjustment in the next year are discussed below.
Transition to Adopted IFRSs:
The Group is preparing its financial statements in accordance with Adopted IFRSs for the first time and consequently has applied IFRS 1. An
explanation of how the transition to Adopted IFRSs has affected the reported financial position and financial performance of the Group is provided
in Note 26.
In addition to exempting companies from the requirement to restate comparatives for IAS 32 and IAS 39, IFRS 1 grants certain exemptions from
the full requirements of IFRSs in the transition period.  The following exemptions have been taken in these financial statements:
• Business combinations that took place prior to 1st April 2004 have not been restated.
• Cumulative translation differences for all foreign operations have been set to zero at 1st April 2004.
The impact of the first time adoption of IAS32 and IAS39 on 1st April 2005 is set out in the Consolidated statement of recognised income and
expense and in Note 18. This represents a change of accounting policy at the beginning of the financial year and comparatives have not been
restated.
Measurement convention:
The financial statements are prepared on the historical cost basis except that the trade investment has been stated at fair value in accordance
with IAS 39. Non-current assets are stated at the lower of previous carrying amount and fair value less costs to sell

Basis of consolidation
Subsidiaries
Subsidiaries are those entities controlled by the Group. Control exists when the Group has the power, directly or indirectly, to govern the financial
and operating policies of an entity so as to obtain benefits from its activities. In assessing control, potential voting rights that presently are
exercisable or convertible are taken into account. The financial statements of subsidiaries are included in the consolidated financial statements
from the date that control commences until the date that control ceases.

Revenue
Revenue comprises:

1. the value of licence fees, development income, maintenance and royalties from licence and development agreements;
2. revenues from the sale of products to support technology licensees; and
3. revenues from the sale of systems products utilising the Group's technology to third parties.

In principle, revenue is recognised to the extent that the Group has obtained the right to consideration through its performance.
Revenue from licences is recognised on delivery to the customer. Revenue on licence agreements for products which are either not
finished or which need to be modified to meet specific customer requirements is recognised on a percentage-to-completion basis over
the period from starting development of the product to delivery. The percentage-to-completion is measured by monitoring progress
compared with the total estimated project requirement. Progress is measured by an assessment of performance against key
development milestones.
Revenue on development work is recognised on a percentage-to-completion basis over the period from the start of the development to
delivery. Development work is normally invoiced as milestones are achieved.
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Where invoicing milestones on licence or development arrangements are such that the proportion of work performed is greater than
the proportion of the total contract value which has been invoiced, the Group evaluates whether it has obtained, through its
performance to date, the right to the uninvoiced consideration and therefore whether revenue should be recognised. In particular it
considers whether there is sufficient certainty that the invoice will be raised in the expected timeframe, that the customer considers
that the Group's contractual obligations have been, or will be, fulfilled and that only those costs budgeted to be incurred will be
incurred. Where the Group considers that there is insufficient evidence that it has the right to consideration, taking into account these
criteria, revenue is not recognised until there is sufficient evidence that the Group has obtained the right to consideration for its
performance under such arrangements.
Revenue for maintenance is recognised on a straight-line basis over the period for which maintenance is contractually agreed with the licensee.
The excess of licence fees, development income and maintenance invoiced over revenue recognised is recorded as deferred income.
Royalty revenues are earned on the sale by licensees of products containing the Group's technology. Revenues are recognised as they
are earned to the extent that the Group has sufficient evidence of sales of products containing the Group's technology by licensees.
Revenues from the sale of products to support technology licensees and systems products utilising the Group's technology to third
parties are recognised upon delivery and are accounted for net of VAT and returns.

Research and development costs
Costs of basic and applied research and product development expenditure are written off in the period in which they are incurred.
Development expenditure is capitalised where it relates to a specific project where technical feasibility has been established, adequate
technical, financial and other resources exist to complete the project, the expenditure attributable to the project can be measured reliably
and overall project profitability is reasonably certain. In this case, it is recognised as an intangible asset and amortised over its useful
economic life. All other development expenditure is recognised as an expense in the period in which it is incurred.
Development costs incurred after the establishment of technological feasibility and overall project profitability have not been significant
and, therefore, no costs have been capitalised to date.

Operating leases
Rental charges in respect of operating leases are charged to the profit and loss account on a straight line basis over the life of the lease.

Employee benefits
The Group contributes to a defined contribution pension plan. Payments are charged to the profit and loss account in the period to
which they relate.
Share-based payment transactions
The share option programmes allow Group employees to acquire shares of the company. The fair value of options is recognised as an
expense with a corresponding increase in equity. The fair value is measured at grant date and spread over the period during which the
employee becomes unconditionally entitled to the options. The fair value of the options granted is measured using the Black-Scholes
model. The amount recognised as an expense is adjusted to reflect the actual number of share options that vest except where forfeiture
is due only to share prices not achieving the threshold for vesting. 
The Group has taken advantage of the provisions of IFRS 1: First-time Adoption of International Financial Reporting Standards and has
recognised an expense only in respect of share options granted since 7th November 2002.

Taxation
Income tax on the profit or loss for the year comprises current and deferred tax. Income tax is recognised in the income statement
except to the extent that it relates to items recognised directly in equity, in which case it is recognised in equity. 
Current tax is the expected tax payable on the taxable income for the year, using tax rates enacted or substantially enacted at the
balance sheet date, and any adjustment to tax payable in respect of previous years. 
Deferred tax is provided using the balance sheet liability method on any temporary differences between the carrying amounts for
financial reporting purposes and those for taxation purposes. The amount of deferred tax provided is based on the expected manner of
realisation or settlement of the carrying amount of assets and liabilities. 
A deferred tax asset is recognised only to the extent that it is probable that sufficient taxable profit will be available to utilise the
temporary difference.

Foreign exchange
Transactions in foreign currencies are translated at the rates of exchange ruling at the dates of the transactions. Monetary assets and
liabilities denominated in foreign currencies are translated at rates of exchange ruling at the balance sheet date. Exchange gains and
losses on settled transactions and monetary items are taken to the income statement.
On consolidation, results of foreign subsidiary undertakings are translated at the average rates of exchange for the year. The assets and
liabilities are translated at rates ruling at the balance sheet date. Exchange differences arising from the retranslation of the opening
net investments in overseas subsidiary undertakings and between the results for the year translated at average and closing rates are
disclosed as movements in the translation reserve within equity.
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Segmented reporting
A segment is a distinguishable component of the Group that is engaged either in providing products or services (business segment) or
in providing products or services within a particular economic environment (geographical segment) which is subject to risks and
rewards that are different from those of other segments.

Intangible assets 
Software, trademarks and patents are capitalised as intangible assets at cost of acquisition and amortised over their estimated useful
economic lives, between 3 and 5 years. Intangible assets acquired as part of a business combination are stated in the balance sheet at
their fair value at the date of acquisition and amortised over their estimated useful economic lives.

Trade investment
In the comparative period, the trade investment is stated on the balance sheet at historical cost. For the current financial period,
consistent with the requirements of IAS 39, the trade investment is stated on the balance sheet at fair value.

Goodwill
Purchased goodwill (representing the excess of the fair value of the consideration and associated costs over the fair value of the identifiable net
assets acquired) arising on consolidation in respect of acquisitions is capitalised. Goodwill is recognised as an intangible asset and reviewed for
impairment at least annually. Any impairment is recognised immediately in the income statement and may not be subsequently reversed.
On disposal of a subsidiary or business, the attributable goodwill is included in the determination of the profit or loss on disposal.
Goodwill is stated on the balance sheet at cost less impairment.

Property, plant and equipment
Tangible fixed assets are depreciated to write down their cost to their estimated residual values over the period of their estimated
useful economic lives. Periodic reviews are made of estimated remaining useful economic lives and residual values, and the
depreciation rates applied are:

Freehold land No depreciation
Freehold buildings 2 per cent on cost
Leasehold improvements Equally over the period of the lease
Plant and equipment 20 per cent to 33 per cent on cost
Motor vehicles 25 per cent on cost

Tangible fixed assets are stated on the balance sheet at cost less depreciation.

Impairment 
Assets that have an indefinite useful life are not subject to amortisation and are tested annually for impairment. Assets that are subject
to amortisation or depreciation are reviewed for impairment whenever events or changes in circumstances indicate that the carrying
amount may not be recoverable.  If any such condition exists, the recoverable amount of the asset is estimated in order to determine
the extent, if any, of the impairment loss. Where the asset does not generate cash flows that are independent from other assets,
estimates are made of the cashflows of the cash generating unit to which the asset belongs. 
Recoverable amount is the higher of fair value, less costs to sell, and value in use. In assessing value in use, estimated future
cashflows are discounted to their present value using a discount rate appropriate to the specific asset or cash generating unit. 
If the recoverable amount of an asset or cash generating unit is estimated to be less than its carrying amount, the carrying value of the
asset or cash generating unit is reduced to its recoverable amount. Impairment losses are recognised immediately in the income statement. 
In respect of assets other than goodwill, an impairment loss is reversed if there has been a change in the estimates used to determine
the recoverable amount. An impairment loss is reversed only to the extent that the asset’s carrying amount does not exceed the
carrying amount that would have been determined, net of depreciation or amortisation, if no impairment loss had been recognised.
Impairment losses in respect of goodwill are not reversed.

Inventories
Stock is valued at the lower of cost and net realisable value. Finished goods include direct costs and attributable overheads based on
the normal level of activity.
Work in progress is valued at the cost of work completed on contracts in hand, net of provisions.

Cash and equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents comprises cash balances and call deposits with maturity of less than or equal to three months. 

Significant accounting judgements and estimates

Judgements

In applying the Group’s accounting policies described above, management has made the following judgements that have a significant
impact on the amounts recognised in the financial statements:-
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2.  Segmented Reporting
With effect from 1st April 2005, the Group has operated as two business segments; the Technology business, comprising licensing and
royalty revenues, and the Systems business. The segment information in respect of these businesses is presented below. Figures for
the year to 31st March 2005 are shown for comparsion purposes.

Revenue
Technology business
Systems business

Operating loss
Technology business
Systems business

Total assets
Technology business
Systems business
Unallocated assets

Total liabilities
Technology business
Systems business
Unallocated liabilities

Other segement items
Capital expenditure Technology business

Systems business

Depreciation and amortisation Technology business
Systems business

Revenue is segmented by geographical area of sales as follows

United Kingdom and Europe
Asia
North America
Rest of the world

All revenue originated from United Kingdom and Europe.
The operating loss and net assets of the Group materially relate to the United Kingdom and Europe.

Impairment of Goodwill

The Group determines whether goodwill is impaired at a minimum on an annual basis. This requires an estimation of the value in use
of the cash generating units to which the goodwill relates. Estimating the value in use requires the Group to make an estimate of the
expected future cash flows from the cash generating unit that holds the goodwill at a determined discount rate to calculate the present
value of those cash flows. Note 9 sets out details of impairment in the year.

Investments
In the current financial period, the Group has stated the trade investment at fair value. Estimating the fair value requires the Group to
reference the last funding round for Frontier Silicon and to adjust this to take account of the marketability of the holding.

Loan stock

The Group has stated the loan stock at fair value. This requires an estimation of the date of repayment of the loan stock which the
Group assesses will be one year or less.

2005

£’000

14,079
16,504

30,583

(7,482)
784

(6,698)

13,090
5,743
7,670

26,503

3,285
4,826

588

8,699

2,478
114

2,592

1,770
115

1,885

2006

£’000

14,624
20,649

35,273

(8,545)
1,389

(7,156)

20,610
6,631
6,384

33,625

4,450
2,446

557

7,453

1,168
291

1,459

1,554
203

1,757

2006

£’000

23,491
5,561
4,978
1,243

35,273

2005
£’000

20,251
4,343
4,628
1,361

30,583
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4.  Employees

The average number of persons employed by the Group (including Directors) was:
Research and Development
Production
Administration
Sales and Marketing

The aggregate payroll costs of these persons were:
Wages and salaries
Social security costs
Other pension costs

Complete information on the remuneration options and shares held by Directors is set out in the Remuneration Report on pages 30-
32.

5.  Financial Income

Interest receivable and similar income

2005
227

15
34
27

303

£’000
11,568

1,339
610

13,517

2006

251
18
37
30

336

£’000

13,239
1,502

683

15,424

2005

£’000

299

2006

£’000

329

6.  Financial Expenses

Bank overdraft repayable within five years
Loan repayable after five years

2005

£’000

2
37

39

2006

£’000

3

40

43

3.  Expenses and Auditors’ Remuneration

Operating loss is stated after charging/(crediting):
Depreciation and amortisation of owned tangible and intangible fixed assets
Loss/(Gain) on disposal of fixed assets
Auditors’ remuneration
Audit [Parent Company £10,000 (2005: £10,000)]
Other fees paid to the auditors and their associates
Foreign exchange loss
Operating lease rentals

Hire of plant and machinery
Other operating leases

2005

£’000

1,885
(104)

50
—
97

2
1,572

2006

£’000

1,757
5

53
—

194

2
1,417
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7.  Income Tax

Current tax expense

Foreign tax
Research and development tax credit (UK)

Reconciliation of the notional tax charge at UK standard rate to the actual tax charge:
Loss before taxation
Notional tax charge at UK standard rate of 30% (2005: 30%)

Non-deductible expenses
Accelerated capital allowances and temporary differences
Transfer to unrecognised tax asset
Research and development tax credit
Withholding tax
Incentives

Current tax charge/(credit) for period

Unrecognised deferred tax assets

Property, plant and equipment
Deductible temporary differences
Incentives
Tax losses

As at 31st March 2006, and 31st March 2005, there is an unrecognised deferred tax asset due to the trading losses available, deductible
temporary differences, property, plant and equipment allowances and incentive allowances.

31 March 2005

£’000

718
82
—

6,188

6,988

31 March 2006

£’000

539
86
90

9,425

10,140

2005

£'000

291
(1,096)

(805)

(6,438)
(1,931)

(1,115)
1,044
1,951

(1,096)
291

51 

(805)

2006

£'000

490
—

490

(6,870)
(2,061)

177
(154)
1,948

—
490

90

490

8.  Loss Per Share

Loss attributable to shareholders

Weighted average number of shares in issue

There are no potentially dilutive ordinary shares in issue at 31st March 2006

Loss per share Basic and diluted

2005

£’000

(5,633)

2005

Shares 000’s

186,806

2005

(3.0p)

2006

£’000

(7,360)

2006

Shares 000’s

200,755

2006

(3.7p)
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9.  Intangible Fixed Assets

Cost
At 1st April 2004
Additions
At 31st March 2005

At 1st April 2005
Additions
At 31st March 2006

Amortisation
At 1st April 2004
Charge for the year
At 31st March 2005

At 1st April 2005
Charge for the year
At 31st March 2006

Net book value at 1st April 2004
Net book value at 31st March 2005
Net book value at 31st March 2006

During the year the Group tested its balance of goodwill for impairment in accordance with IAS 36, “Impairment of assets”. The test
was based on a calculation of the recoverable amount based on value in use, using projected cashflows for the Technology Business
discounted by a pre-tax rate of 15%. No impairment charge was required as a result of this impairment test.

10.  Property, Plant and Equipment

Cost
At 1st April, 2004
Additions
Disposals
At 31st March, 2005

At 1st April, 2005
Additions
Disposals
At 31st March, 2006

Depreciation
At 1st April, 2004
Charge for the year
Disposals
At 31st March, 2005

At 1st April, 2005
Charge for the year
Disposals
At 31st March, 2006

Net book value at 1st April, 2004
Net book value at 31st March, 2005
Net book value at 31st March, 2006

The net book value of freehold land and buildings comprises:
Land
Buildings

Total
£’000

13,672
343

14,015

14,015
383

14,398

8,138
928

9,066

9,066
657

9,723

5,534
4,949
4,675

2005
£’000

165
925

1,090

2006
£’000

165
911

1,076

Software, Patents 
and Trademarks

£’000

6,543
343

6,886

6,886
383

7,269

4,621
928

5,549

5,549
657

6,206

1,922
1,337
1,063

Goodwill
£’000

7,129
—

7,129
7,129

—
7,129

3,517
—

3,517
3,517

—
3,517

3,612
3,612
3,612

Freehold Land Leasehold Plant and Motor
and Buildings improvements equipment Vehicles Total

£’000 £’000 £’000 £’000 £’000

341 922 6,312 5 7,580
1,013 122 1,114 — 2,249
(248) (28) (171) — (447)
1,106 1,016 7,255 5 9,382
1,106 1,016 7,255 5 9,382

5 396 675 — 1,076
— — (424) (5) (429)

1,111 1,412 7,506 — 10,029

19 415 4,449 2 4,885
16 108 831 2 957

(19) (28) (160) — (207)
16 495 5,120 4 5,635
16 495 5,120 4 5,635
19 165 915 1 1,100
— — (413) (5) (418)
35 660 5,622 — 6,317

322 507 1,863 3 2,695
1,090 521 2,135 1 3,747
1,076 752 1,884 — 3,712
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11.  Investment

Trade investment available for sale

The investment relates to the Group’s holding in Frontier Silicon. In the comparative period, the trade investment is stated at
historical cost. Consistent with the requirements of IAS 39, the trade investment was revalued to £6,155,000, representing an
increase of £5,542,000. The holding was valued by reference to the last funding round for Frontier Silicon prior to the start of the
current financial period, adjusted to take account of the marketabilitiy of the holding. There has been no change in the fair value of
the holding during the course of the year.

Details of the Group’s subsidiary undertakings which are involved in the licensing of the design of multimedia technology and the
sale of multimedia products, are as follows:

Country of incorporation Percentage of issued

Name of subsidiary undertaking and of operation Type of shares share capital held

Imagination Technologies Limited UK Ordinary 100%
PowerVR Technologies Limited* UK Ordinary 100%
Metagence Technologies Limited* UK Ordinary **100%
Ensigma Technologies Limited* UK Ordinary 100%
VideoLogic Systems Limited* UK Ordinary 100%
Cross Products Limited* UK Ordinary 100%
PURE Digital Limited* UK Ordinary **100%
VideoLogic GmbH Germany Ordinary **100%
Imagination Technologies Inc USA Ordinary **100%
Imagination Technologies KK Japan Ordinary 100%

All of the above companies are included in the Group financial statements.      * non-trading     **  indirect holding

12.  Inventories

Raw materials and components
Finished goods

2005

£’000

1,410
922

2,332

2006

£’000

2,047
1,398

3,445

2006 2005

£’000 £’000

6,155 613

13.  Trade and Other Receivables

Trade receivables
Prepayments and accrued income
Loan stock
Other receivables

The loan stock is non-interest bearing.

2005

£’000

5,074
1,130

795
193

7,192

2006

£’000

5,165
2,942

795
352

9,254
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14.  Cash and Cash Equivalents

Cash at bank - short term deposits
Cash at bank - current account

15.  Trade and Other Payables

Trade payables
Other payables including tax and social security
Accruals and deferred income

16.  Long Term Borrowings

Long term loan

The loan is secured on a freehold building. The unexpired term of the loan is 13 years and the interest rate on the loan at 31st
March 2006 was 6.5%.

2005

£’000

5,626
2,044

7,670

2005

£’000

5,587
454

2,070

8,111

2006

£’000

5,355
1,029

6,384

2006

£’000

3,675
500

2,721

6,896

2005

£’000

588

2006

£’000

557

17.  Called Up Share Capital

Allotted, called up

Authorised and fully paid

Ordinary shares of 10p each No. £’000 No. £’000

At 1st April 2005 250,000,000 25,000 189,046,442 18,905
Issued during year — — 18,008,972 1,801

At 31st March 2006 250,000,000 25,000 207,055,414 20,706

15,000,000 ordinary shares were issued fully paid on 8th July 2005 to institutional investors pursuant to a placement. 
3,008,972 (2005: 388,657) ordinary shares were issued fully paid during the course of the year pursuant to the terms of various
Employee Share Option Schemes.
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18.  Reserves

Share Other Capital Warrant Merger Revaluation Translation Retained

Premium Reserve Reserve Reserve Reserve Reserve Earnings

£’000 £’000 £’000 £’000 £’000 £’000 £’000

As at 1st April 2004 30,134 267 1,157 2,402 — 0 (35,883)
Loss for the financial year — — — — — — (5,631)
Share-based remuneration — — — — — — 172
Gain on currency translation — — — — — 2 (2)
Acquisition consideration — 46 (46) — — — —
Premium on the issue of new shares 6,281 — — — — — —

At 31st March 2005 36,415 313 1,111 2,402 — 2 (41,344)

As at 1st April 2005 36,415 313 1,111 2,402 — 2 (41,344)
Revaluation of investments on 
adoption of IAS 39 — — — — 5,542 — —
Loss for the financial year — — — — — — (7,360)
Share-based remuneration — — — — — — 327
Gain on currency translation — — — — — 2 —
Acquisition consideration — 6 (7) — — — —
Premium on the issue of new shares 8,057 — — — — — —

At 31st March 2006 44,472 319 1,104 2,402 5,542 4 (48,377)

The reserve movement on the Share Premium reserve in the year arises from the issue of:-
i) 15,000,000 ordinary shares fully paid pursuant to a placement. The market price of the shares immediately prior to the placement

was 63p. The consideration for the shares was £9,094,392.
ii) 3,008,972 ordinary shares fully paid pursuant to the terms of various Employee Share Option Schemes. The consideration for the

shares was £763,516.
The reserves movement in the year on the Other Capital Reserve and Warrant Reserve arise from the exercise of 1,600 warrants which
were issued in respect of the acquisition of Ensigma Limited. 
The balance on the Other Capital Reserve reflects the value of warrants issued in respect of the acquisition of Ensigma Limited. The
balance on the Warrant Reserve reflects the value of warrants outstanding in respect of the acquisition of Ensigma Limited. The
valuation of the warrants for both reserves reflects part consideration for the acquisition of Ensigma Limited in March 2000 and is by
reference to the share price at the date of acquisition. At 31st March 2006, there were 247,194 warrants (2005: 248,794) outstanding at a
grant price of 10p.
The Merger Reserve arose in the group reconstruction in 1994 prior to its floatation.
The Revaluation Reserve arose on 1st April 2005 from revaluation of the trade investment to fair value in accordance with the
requirements of IAS 39.
The Translation Reserve reflects the exchange differences from retranslation of the opening net investments in overseas subsidiaries to
closing rate and translation of the results for the year from average rates to the closing rate.

19.  Reconciliation of Movements in Shareholders’ Funds 

Group

Equity shareholders’ funds at the start of the period
Movement in revaluation reserve on adoption of IAS 39
Total recognised income and expense for the period attributable to 
equity shareholders
Share-based remuneration
Issue of share capital

Equity shareholders’ funds at the end of the period

2005

£’000

16,091
—

(5,631)

172
7,172

17,804

2006

£’000

17,804
5,542

(7,358)

327
9,857

26,172
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21.  Capital Commitments
At 31st March 2006, the Group had contracted for capital commitments of £20,000 (2005: £136,000). The Company had no capital
commitments (2005: £nil).

22.  Financial Instruments
Use of financial instruments
The Group’s objectives in using financial instruments are the management of foreign exchange risk and the maximisation of returns
from financial assets.
The Group transacts licence and development agreements with customers and purchases of products for PURE Digital primarily in US
dollars and, therefore, the Group's earnings are exposed to fluctuations in foreign exchange rates. The Group reviews its foreign
exchange exposure on a regular basis and, if there is a material exposure to exchange rate fluctuations and the Board considers it
appropriate, the Group will reduce the risk by currency hedging on net receivable/payable balances. Forward contracts are entered into
with the objective of matching their maturity with currency receipt. During the financial year and as at 31st March 2006 and 31st March
2005 there were no outstanding currency contracts.
The Group’s earnings may be affected by changes in interest rates available on bank deposits. The Group aims to maximise returns
from funds held on deposit and uses mainly market deposits with major clearing banks accordingly.
Numerical disclosures are set out below.

Interest rate risk of financial instruments

Weighted average
interest rate %

Cash and cash equivalents
Sterling
US Dollars
EU currencies
Yen

Floating rate 0.8%
Fixed rate 4.2%

Secured bank loan
Sterling 6.5%

2005
Cash at bank Cash

and in hand deposits Total
£'000 £'000 £'000

705 3,073 3,778
1,016 2,069 3,085

309 484 793
14 — 14

2,044 5,626 7,670

2,044 — 2,044
— 5,626 5,626

2,044 5,626 7,670

The fixed rate cash deposits were placed with banks for one day and earned interest of between 2.5% and 4.6%. Floating rate cash
earns interest based on LIBID equivalents.
Short term debtors and creditors are not interest bearing with the exception of the short term element of the long term loan. 
The long term loan, which is repayable over 13 years, incurred interest of between 6.5% and 6.75%. 

Fair values of financial instruments
Cash and Cash Deposits – the carrying value approximates to fair value because of the short maturity of those instruments.
Long term loan – the fair value approximates to the carrying value.
Loan stock – the fair value approximates to the carrying value.

20.  Operating Leases
At 31st March 2006, the Group had annual commitments under non-cancellable operating leases as follows:

Land and buildings Other

Within one year
In two to five years
After five years

These operating leases all relate to the Group. The Parent Company has no operating lease commitments.

2005
£’000

1
300
177
478

2005
£’000

27
1,163

—
1,190

2006
£’000

2
477
120

599

2006
£’000

3
623

—

626

2006
5 years

0 < 1 year and over Total
£'000 £'000 £'000

4,018 — 4,018
1,741 — 1,741

614 — 614
11 — 11

6,384 — 6,384

1,029 — 1,029
5,355 — 5,355

6,384 — 6,384

— (557) (557)

6,384 (557) 5,827
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Financial instruments held for trading purposes  
The Group does not trade in financial instruments.

Currency exposure 

The table below shows the extent to which Group Companies have monetary assets and liabilities in currency other than their local
currency. Foreign exchange differences on re-translation of these assets and liabilities are taken to the profit and loss account of the
Group Companies and the Group.

Functional currency of Group operation

Sterling
Other currencies

Total

23.  Contingent Liabilities
The Group had no contingent liabilities on 31st March 2006 or on 31st March 2005

2006

US dollars Euro Yen Total

£'000 £'000 £'000 £'000

2,488 397 26 2,911
— — — —

2,488 397 26 2,911

2005

US dollars Euro Yen Total

£'000 £'000 £'000 £'000

1,340 983 14 2,337
— — — —

1,340 983 14 2,337

24.  Employee Benefits
Pension

The Group participates in a number of defined contribution pension plans in the UK. The assets of the schemes are held separately in
independently administered funds. There were no outstanding contributions at the balance sheet date.

Share-based payments

The following options have been granted under the Imagination Technologies Key Employee Share Option Schemes, Savings Related
Share Option Scheme and Long Term Incentive Plan and remain outstanding at 31st March 2006.

Outstanding Date from

at 31st Exercise which first Expiry

Year of Issue March 2006 price exercisable date

1996 268,000 91p 1999 2006
1996 599,590 98.5p 1999 2006
1997 785,300 47.5p 2000 2007
1997 90,000 36p 2001 2008
1997 1,495,500 47p 2001 2008
1998 1,000,000 64p 2001 2008
1998 *1,588,750 64p 2000 2008
1999 4,042,000 53p 2001 2008
1999 368,000 195p 2002 2009
2000 946,500 212p 2003 2010
2000 *50,000 212p 2002 2010
2001 *1,300,000 64p 2004 2011
2001 2,288,250 46p 2004 2011
2002 198,491 21.5p 2005 2006
2002 2,263,550 19p 2005 2012
2003 1,610,000 34.5p 2006 2013
2003 248,000 60p 2006 2013
2004 20,000 83p 2007 2014
2004 297,000 82p 2007 2014
2005 2,784,000 64.25p 2008 2014
2005 1,581,830 67.5p 2008 2014

Total 23,824,761

Options marked* have been granted under the Long Term Incentive Plan.
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The company has share option schemes, details of which are contained in the Remuneration Report.

In accordance with IFRS 2, the fair value of services received in return for share options granted to employees, is measured by reference
to the fair value of share options granted. In accordance with the transitional provisions in IFRS 1 and IFRS 2, the recognition and
measurement principles in IFRS 2 have not been applied to share option grants made prior to 7th November 2002 which had not vested
by 1st April 2005. The estimate of the fair value of the services is measured based on the Black-Scholes formula, a financial model used
to calculate the fair value of options.

During the year ended 31st March 2006, the Group recognised an expense of £327,000 (2005: £172,000) in respect of outstanding share
awards granted from 7th November 2002 onwards.

The assumptions used in the calculation of the fair value of options are set out below:

Date of share option grant Dec 2002 May 2003 Nov 2003 May 2004 Jun 2004 Jan 2005 Dec 2005

Share price at grant date (pence) 19 34.5 60 83 82 64.25 67.5
Exercise price (pence) 24–28 43-52 75-90 104-124 102-123 80-96 84-101
Expected volatility 60% 60% 60% 60% 60% 60% 60%
Risk free interest rate 4.4% 3.9% 4.9% 5.1% 5.2% 4.4% 4.4%

Time to maturity (years) 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
Fair vale per option (pence) 9.4 17 30.2 42 41.5 31.8 34.4

The expected volatility is based on the historic volatility, adjusted for any expected changes to future volatility due to publicly available
information.

The number and weighted average exercise prices of share options are as follows:

Weighted average Number Weighted average Number
exercise price of options exercise price of options

2006 2006 2005 2005

Outstanding at the beginning of the period 57p 25,917,195 56p 23,451,099
Exercised during the period 25p (3,007,372) 48p (378,430)
Granted during the period 67p 1,581,830 66p 3,431,000
Lapsed during the period 42p (666,892) 36p (586,474)

Outstanding at the end of the period 61p 23,824,761 57p 25,917,195

Exercisable at the end of the period 66p 16,170,906 72p 14,263,042

The options outstanding at the year end have an exercise price in the range of 19p to 212p and a weighted average contractual life of 4.2
years.
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26.  Explanation of Transition to Adopted IFRSs
As stated in Note 1, these are the Group’s first consolidated financial statements prepared in accordance with Adopted IFRSs. The
comparative information for the year ended 31st March 2005, previously prepared under UK GAAP, has been restated under Adopted
IFRSs. An explanation of how the transition from previous GAAP to Adopted IFRSs has affected the Group’s financial performance is
shown in the table below.

Impact on the income statement:

2005*
Notes £’000

Loss for the year under UK GAAP (6,480)
IFRS adjustments:

Goodwill amortisation a 1,019
Share-based remuneration b (172)

Loss for the year under Adopted IFRSs (5,633)

* As permitted, does not include IAS 32 and IAS 39 adjustments.
a)  Under UK GAAP, there was a charge to profit in respect of amortisation of goodwill. Under Adopted IFRSs, there is no such charge.
However, under Adopted IFRSs there is an annual review required of goodwill which could result in an impairment charge.

b) Adopted IFRSs requires a charge to be made for the fair value of options granted to employees.

Impact on the balance sheet

A reconciliation between UK GAAP and Adopted IFRSs balance sheets at 1st April 2004 and at 31st March 2005 is set out on page 52,
together with an explanation of the adopted IFRSs adjustments.

Impact on the cash flow statement

The move from UK GAAP to Adopted IFRSs does not change any of the cash flows of the Group. The adopted IFRSs cash flow format is
similar to UK GAAP but presents various cash flows in different categories and in a different order from UK GAAP.

25.  Related Parties

Identity of related parties

The Group has a related party relationship with its subsidiaries (see Note 11) and with its Board of Directors (see the Remuneration
Report).

Transactions between the Company and its subsidiaries have been eliminated on consolidation and are not disclosed in this note.

Transactions with key management personnel

In addition to their salaries, the Group also provides non-cash benefits to Directors and contributes to post-employment benefit schemes
on their behalf. Directors also participate in the Group’s share option programme. The share based payments are valued at their fair value
at the date of grant. Full details of Directors’ compensation, including post-employment benefits is given in the Remuneration Report.

The key management personnel compensations are as follows:

Emoluments 
Pension contributions
Equity compensation benefits

Total

Details of key managements’ interests in the Company’s shares and share options are set out in the Remuneration Report.

During 2006 and 2005, no member of the Board of Directors had a personal interest in any business transactions of the Group.

2006

£’000

446
22
47

515

2005

£’000

426
21
—

447
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Consolidated Balance Sheets

Assets Notes

Non-current assets
Intangible Assets a, b
Property, plant and equipment b 
Investment

Current assets
Inventories
Trade and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents

Current liabilities
Trade and other payables

Net current assets

Non-current liabilities
Long-term borrowings

Net assets

Equity
Called up share capital 
Share premium account 
Other capital reserves
Warrant Reserve
Merger Reserve
Translation Reserve c
Retained earnings a, c

Total equity 

Notes to the IFRS adjustments

a. Goodwill amortisation charged under UK GAAP since 1st April 2005 (the IFRS transition date) is reversed, as under Adopted IFRSs,
goodwill is not amortised. Adopted IFRSs requires a review for impairment of goodwill. This review did not result in any impairment
loss in the period covered by the table above.

b. Under Adopted IFRSs, computer software and other intellectual property that is not an integral part of the related hardware is required
to be treated as an intangible asset. This has resulted in a reclassification from property plant and equipment to intangible assets of
£1,420,000 as at 1st April 2004 and £727,000 as at 31st March 2005.

c. Under Adopted IFRSs, foreign exchange translation differences, previously included in retained earnings under UK GAAP, are shown in
a separate Translation Reserve.

UK GAAP
£’000

4,114
4,115

613

8,842

2,003
4,500
6,498

13,001

(5,752)

7,249

—

16,091

18,014
30,134

267
1,157
2,402

—
(35,883)

16,091

UK GAAP
£’000

3,203
4,474

613

8,290

2,332
7,192
7,670

17,194

(8,111)

9,083

(588)

16,785

18,905
36,415

313
1,111
2,402

—
(42,361)

16,785

IFRS
£’000

4,949
3,747

613

9,309

2,332
7,192
7,670

17,194

(8,111)

9,083

(588)

17,804

18,905
36,415

313
1,111
2,402

2
(41,344)

17,804

At 1 April 2004
Effect of transition to IFRS

Reclassification
£’000

1,420
(1,420)

—

—

—
—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—

IFRS
£’000

5,534
2,695

613

8,842

2,003
4,500
6,498

13,001

(5,752)

7,249

—

16,091

18,014
30,134

267
1,157
2,402

—
(35,883)

16,091

At 31 March 2005
Effect of transition to IFRS 

Reclassification
£’000

727
(727)

—

—

—
—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—
—
—
—
2

(2)

—

Goodwill Amortisation
£’000

1,019
—
—

1,019

—
—
—

—

—

—

—

1,019

—
—
—
—
—
—

1,019

1,019
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As at 31 March
2006 2005

Notes £000 £000

Fixed assets
Investment in subsidiary undertakings 29 21,415 21,415

21,415 21,415
Current assets
Trade and other receivables 30 44,401 34,683
Cash and cash equivalents 68 185

44,469 34,868
Current liabilities:
Trade and other payables 31 (192) (224)

Net current assets 44,277 34,644

Net assets 65,692 56,059

Capital and reserves
Called up share capital 32 20,706 18,905
Share premium account 33 44,472 36,415
Other capital reserve 33 319 313
Warrant reserve 33 1,104 1,111
Retained earnings 33 (909) (685)

Shareholders’ funds equity 34 65,692 56,059

These financial statements were approved by the Board of Directors on 24th May, 2006 and were signed on its behalf by:

G S SHINGLES
Director
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27. Accounting Policies
The following accounting policies have been applied consistently in dealing with items which are considered material in relation to the
financial statements.

Basis of preparation

The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with applicable UK Accounting Standards  and under the historical
accounting rules. The following principal accounting policies have been  applied consistently throughout the year and preceding year in
dealing with items which are considered material in relation to the Company’s financial statements.

Under section 230(4) of the Companies Act 1985 the Company is exempt from the requirement to present its own profit and loss account. 

Under Financial Reporting Standard 1 the Company is exempt from the requirement to prepare a cash flow statement on the grounds
that it is included in the consolidated accounts which it has prepared.

Foreign currencies

Assets and liabilities in foreign currencies are translated into sterling at the rates of exchange prevailing at the balance sheet date. All
foreign exchange differences are taken to the income statement.

Deferred Tax

Deferred tax is recognised, without discounting, in respect of all timing differences between the treatment of certain items for taxation
and accounting purposes which have arisen but not reversed by the balance sheet date, except as otherwise required by FRS 19.
Deferred tax assets in respect of timing differences are only recognised to the extent that it is more likely than not there will be suitable
taxable profits to offset the future reversal of these timing differences.

Investments in subsidiaries

Investments in subsidiaries are stated at cost less any provisions for impairment.

Details of the Company’s subsidiary undertakings are included in Note 11 of the Group accounts.

29. Investments in Subsidiary Undertakings

2006 2005

£000 £000

Cost and net book value

At 1st April and 31st March 21,415 21,415

28. Employees
The Company does not employ any staff.

Details of the remuneration of the Directors are set out in the Remuneration Report.

30. Trade and Other Receivables

2006 2005

£000 £000

Prepayments and accrued income 19 19

Amounts owed by subsidiary undertakings 44,382 34,664

44,401 34,683
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31. Trade and Other Payables

2006 2005

£000 £000

Accruals and deferred income 192 224

33. Reserves

Share Other Capital Warrant Retained

Premium Reserve Reserve Earnings

£000  £000 £000  £000

As at 1st April 2005 36,415 313 1,111 (685)

Result for financial year — — — (224)

Acquisition consideration — 6 (7) —

Premium on issue of new shares 8,057 — — —

As at 31st March 2006 44,472 319 1,104 (909)

32. Called Up Share Capital
Details of the Company’s called up share capital are shown in Note 17 of the Group accounts.

34.  Reconciliation of Movements in Shareholders’ Funds 

Equity shareholders’ funds at the start of the period
Total recognised income and expense for the period attributable to equity shareholders
Issue of share capital

Equity shareholders’ funds at the end of the period

2005

£’000

49,204
(317)
7,172

56,059

2006

£’000

56,059
(224)
9,857

65,692
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IFRS IFRS UK GAAP UK GAAP UK GAAP
2006 2005 2004 2003 2002

Profit and loss £’000 £’000 £’000 £’000 £’000

Revenue 35,273 30,583 31,215 19,568 13,504
Cost of sales (16,231) (12,947) (14,066) (7,649) (4,460)

Gross profit 19,042 17,636 17,149 11,919 9,044

Research and development expenses (20,649) (19,381) (16,096) (12,891) (10,944)
Sales and administration expenses (5,549) (4,953) (5,083) (4,652) (3,991)
Other operating income — — — 42 63

Total operating expenses (26,198) (24,334) (21,179) (17,501) (14,872)

Operating loss (7,156) (6,698) (4,030) (5,582) (5,828)

Share of loss of associated undertaking — — (4) (170) (86)

Total operating loss (7,156) (6,698) (4,034) (5,752) (5,914)

Net financing income 286 260 155 177 482

Loss before taxation (6,870) (6,438) (3,879) (5,575) (5,432)

Income Tax (490) 805 613 248 (115)

Loss after taxation (7,360) (5,633) (3,266) (5,327) (5,547)

Earnings per share  Basic and diluted (3.7p) (3.0p) (1.8p) (3.1p) (3.3p)

Balance Sheet
Non-current assets 14,542 9,309 8,842 9,368 11,004

Current assets 19,083 17,194 13,001 10,946 14,489
Current liabilities (6,896) (8,111) (5,752) (5,900) (5,324)

Net current assets 12,187 9,083 7,249 5,046 9,165

Long term borrowings (557) (588) — — (437)

Net assets 26,172 17,804 16,091 14,414 19,732

Called up share capital 20,706 18,905 18,014 17,039 17,032
Capital reserves 53,843 40,243 33,960 29,952 29,959
Retained earnings (48,377) (41,344) (35,883) (32,577) (27,259)

Total equity 26,172 17,804 16,091 14,414 19,732

These tables are for representative purposes only. Full details can be found in the Company’s Annual Reports.
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